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The Business Men's Club is ex The News Makes Generous Offer
hibiting a jar of grapes that were
to New Subscribers Who
raised by J. C. Dunn at his suFay a Year in Advance
burban home. There is no finer
fruit raised anywhere than this.
It is not only beautiful to look
COUNTY
upon, but delicious to the taste W TOWNSHIP III
01
This jar of grapes was not selected with any special care, but
w as rather chosen at random, and
to Get a Map of
Bare Opportunity
ClimAt Mouth of Beautiful Box Oanou
is only a fair average of the crop
Tour Township With Names and
Hundred Cottages
raised by Mr. Dunn.
ate Eioellent-O- ne
Public Boads Better than
These grapes are an example
Being Built By High Bolla DeGovernment Map.
l
of what can be accomplished by
velopment Company
K TOIY
by pluck, energy and business
-- ""
T"
Mexico .Baptist College.
"
forethought. Mr. Dunn filed on
ALAVOGOR-DOAlamogordo News is offerthe land when others laughed at The
Highrolls is the midway sta
township
plat with a year's
ing
a
him and declared the land ut
tion of the Sacramente Moun- I
to the paper.
subscription
cash
terly worthless. But he was not
tain railroad, on the Fresnal
offer, and
generous
is
very
This
a
discouraged. He went ahead as
river and the brink of the beauDOLLAR A MONTH
in the
owner
ONE
every
one
land
that
WEEK
life
succeeds
in
any man who
tiful Box Canon and the Alamo- TWO MARRIAGES IN GUY LAST
of.
county
advantage
should
take
must. He hadan object in view
gordo and Cloudcroft scenic highof
management
The
Tbe News Offers a Prixe for
new
The
A Number of Prospective Students and today that ohject is appar News is determined to build up
way now building. Not too high, Rev. Murray, Pastor of Grace
"Bbostlets."
ent: his broad acres are well
warm,
too
;
not
enough
high
yet
make it better
Desire to Work Their Way
Methodist Church, Ties
cared for, and are producing a the paper, and
The News is going to boost for
yet warm enough. The climate
; and to do
been
has
ever
than
it
Through Baptist College
fortune for hiin annually; and
Alamogordo, and wants everyMatrimonial Knots
is pronounced by physicians and
is neceswe
realize
this
that
it
his homestead of one hundred
body to help. Every month the
laymen to be as near ideal as
to
offer
to
sary
inducement
an
Several young men wish to en- and sixty acres is easily worth start
any climate in the world.
W. Dolph Reading, of Globe, management will give one dolsubscripgrowth
the
in
the
turnper
this
acre.
$160.00
ter the Baptist college here
These advantages, as well as Arizona, and Miss. Maggie Stover lar for the best "Boostlet"
tion list. We intend to make
fall, and desire to work their way
The News does not hesitate in
the rolling hills and gravelly soil were united in marriage at the ed in during the month.
The News a paper that wiU
of
In the window of The News through school. If you can give stating its conviction that before hold its own with the best country
which never is muddy, makes home of
Frazier last Thursoffice is displayed an American them a home where they can earn the year 1910 has passed the ad
Highrolls an ideal c imping site day evening.
weeklies in the Territory, and
A company is now erecting 100
There were some 80 guests dollar, which goes to the one a part of their expenses by doing vancement of Otero county will we need the
of the
cottages and tent cottages that present. The ceremony was fol- who sends in best little boost the chores and other work about be so great that land such as people.
the place yon will confer a great that owned by Mr. Dunn will adwill he rustic in appearance, yet lowed by an informal luncheon. story for the coming month.
we are offering
sent
kind
copy
of
this
the
All
favor and possibly encourage vance to $200.00 per acre, and it This map that
a
in
white
was
will contain running fresh cold
attired
The bride
of
blue
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is
a
print
property
The
one
of
some young man to become
water, electric light and suave de chinne
is entirely within the limits of
Floral in is to be the
you live, showing the
which
in
the
have
by
to
letting
paper
News,
of our best citizens
tbt
possibility that the increase in
sewerage connections.
decoration were profuse.
to publish them with the him stay in your home this year. value will be even greater than location of your own home, as
A sixty acre lake will be built
The ceremony was performed right
well as that of your neighbors,
names orthe writers.
Please inform J. Manley Mor- - that mentioned.
soon by a means of a dam at the by the pastor of Grace Church.
Come on and help The News
T
all the roads. Every one
and
Ml.
There plans on foot that are will see
head of Box Canon. This will
The bride and groom left for to boost Alamogordo and Otero gan, president oi tne new meithe convenience of the
Baptist College, at Alamo knows to The News that will
county. We mast have the ten
furnish boating and fishing to Globe, where Mr. Reading is
map
a glance. It will be
at
thousand population in 1910, and gordo, if you have such a place
tlie resorters. the only place of
this country so rapidly as worth many times the cost to
in business.
help
can
woman
man
every
and
for a boy.
to be almost beyond belief.
the kind in over five hundred
every person who takes advanStanley G. Rush and Miss Ida to do this.
miles.
tage of this offer. The News
BACK FROM LINCOLN
Ladies' Cemetery Association.
The company will run its big B. Brownfield were married at GOES TO ALBVQUERGUE
itself is well worth the $1.50
farm with the view of supplying the home of the bride last Thurs
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tending the University of New the association and the lot owners the removal of the county seat the only condition being that tl
perior in natural beauty and will continue his residence there
who have so promptly come to from that place to Carrizozo.
subscription be paid in ad"
Mexico,
where he is taking
bride.
his
grandeur to such famour resorts with
their assistance, financially.
Mr. Warnock was present at vanee.
engineering
mechanical
complete
Colorado,
as Apache Cañón in
the canvass of the vote on the
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etc.
removal proposition, and told The who are behind with their subpleased
the
at
is
News
The
being
road
scenic
Besides the
Prompt and Courteous Atten- wonderful advancement made by Lecretary ES'ans, of tbe Club, News yesterday that there was scriptions, and to these will say
built from Alamogordo, there
an error of only one ballot in the that if they pay up they can get
this young man, in his chosen
tion by Operators.
will V horse and burro trails
Up Against a Problem.
first count, making the majority a map, if they are a year behind
profession. He is quiet, unas
up and down to the most inter
here are few people who ap
Busi
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of
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Evans,
Secretary
in other words, a map goes
thorough
his
in
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to
the
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credit
be
and
will
work,
that there is no place in the lady who answers when you call
was reported at Lincoln that paid to The News for subscrip
It
News that he has a problem to
town
home
his
to
and
institution
a
find
country where one can
'central" over the telephone. Be was in the employ of Engineer solve, and wants help. When the people of Carrizozo were in tion.
greater variety of scenic attracShe has "grouchy" subscribers
These maps are much moe
Mr the club so generously presented tending to go over for the prisontion in one square mile than at to pacify, kickers to contena La Salle during his vacation.
fine diamond set locket and ers and county records, and an complete than those furnished
that
terms
highest
speaks
Salle
in
La
Highrolls.
with, and all sorts of troubles.
of the young man and his abili beautiful chain to H. La Salle order of court restraining them by the government at $4.00. You
In the Alamogordo exchange
last week it was not decided was secured. Mr. Warnock says will get a better map, save $2.60
ties.
Company "I" to Hike.
aré two young ladies who deserve
what would be a suitable inscrip there was absolutely no ground and get a year's subscription to
We are glad thst we live in
Company "I" First Regiment the thanks of every subscriber to
tion to engrave on the locket, for the rumor. He also stated a good, live newspaper your
it'
a town witn so many nustiing
New Mexico National Guards has the telephone here. Miss Eunice
that the report that there might home paper.
was left to Mr. Evans.
boys and young men, and the and it
been ordered to report at the Barton has charge of the day
an open be trouble later was absolute
makes
Mr.
Evans
Now
We will furnish the map alone
town will be more than ever
woman folly.
armory of the company in march- shift, and Miss Ruth Evans the
any
man,
to
proposition
for
$1.00. It makes no differproud of them in the future.
ing order on Saturday. The com night. No matter when you call,
Mr. Warnock has tbe contract ence what township you live in,
or child that will tell him the
pany will go into camp at Burro or what information you desire
best phrase or maxim to engrave to draw up the plans for the new as the map will be made for all
Alamogordo the Beautiful.
Flats for three days Saturday, that can possibly be given from
on the locket ; some wording that court house, jail and other county made for all the townships in
Nowhere in the southwest
Sunday and Monday, and it is that office, you receive prompt
is appropfiate to show why the buildings.
the county.
a town with the beauty present was made. To the ladies
there
When
nf the officers to and courteous treatment.
He atso has the contract to
attractiveness that our town or children ice cream soda will build a bowling alley and skatBrings Wife for Here Winter.
tnarch the boys to the Flats, i you consider the number of calls and
beautiful
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of.
We
or
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number
the
day,
and
Mesmiles
every
William Henshaw, of Henshaw,
distance of about twelve
be given1; and to the men cigars ing rink 44 by 100 feet at
public buildings, wide or soda.
calero Indian agency.
Kentucky, came in last week
A regular military camp, with questions that are asked many park, fine
in perfect
All answers must be sent to
with Mrs. Henshaw, who has
military rules and regulations of which are not a part of the streets and avenues
of
miles
the finest Henry S. Evans, the jeweler, Ala
and
condition,
anto
duty
There will telephone operator's
Teachers Sooial.
been in poor health for some
will be established.
it is to be wondered at shade trees to be found any mogordo.
be drills, guard duty, etc. This
time past. The physicians adwere
The leachers Institute
lose where.
will ha
nractice for the that they do not sometimes calls
vised Mr. Henshaw to bring .his
a
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social
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park
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in
their temner. In all the
One realises the difference
Pushing Things
Sanatorium
boys.
wife to New Mexico.
o'clock on Monday afternoon.
from this office there has never when coming here from almost
new
Mr. Henshaw told The News
the
Sunday
under
The
Sanatorium
operator
on
either
drills
when
There will be
been a time
any other town in this country management is getting ready for There were about fifty teachers that he was more than favorably
and several people are speaking did not give the promptest serspent
present, and the time was
Truly we have cause to be business. A large amount of
f driving over to see the boys vice.
in games, social chats and any impressed with Alamogordo, and
town.
proud of our
advsrtising matter is being sent
in camp. It will be a delightful
might snit that he fully believed that Mrs.
Will Visit Daughter.
Alamogordo is one of the clanest out over the country. The News other amu8ments that
drive anil n nleasant way to
the tastes of the different indi- Henshaw would regain her health
D. C. Smallwood, of Knox and most sanitary towns in the has secured several good con
here. He went back to Kentucky,
spend the day.
viduals.
county, Mo. who has been spend- southwest.
where he has a large farm, and
tracts for printing for them, one
has
of
work
the
The
institute
is
on
folder
is
printed
which
of
a
Rev. Arthur Marston, of EI ing some time in California,
been going forward rapidly and says that if he can sell to any
Mrs. C. H. Haines, wife of
paper
book
high
grade
cut
with
a
Paso, pastor of the Mexican Mis expected arrive Saturday to visit
Superintendent Simms tells The advantage he will buy a place
Policeman Haines, who has been
building.
of
the
tion of the Methodist Church, his daughter, Mrs.H. La Salle.
News that the actual work will here and live permanently.
V. Latham, has
Mr. Smallwood is a prominent visiting Mrs. J.
South, was hero Saturday and
be completed today.
Subscribe for The News.
Paso.
El
returned to her home in
Advertise in The News.
Sunday looking after his work. banker in Missouri.

Farm to Supply the Guests With
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Modern
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Trad Device, of Woman Who Par.
aded atraata During tha Recant
Conference.

Travel Causes

FrOblemS

Inquiry

BADEN-POWEL-

0FJUFFM0ETTES.

All tbe professions and
London.
tradea ot women were represented in
the procession ot suffragettes which
took place while the woman suffrage
conference waa going on here recently.
Bannera were carried with emblematic devices, some humorous and
some beautiful In design and coloring.
Five hundred lanterns carried by as
many women lighted the procession
and there was a great variety of cos- -

L

four wars' uinc M may lx' U t snv tlmt Hying is coiu-MIt may.
rliaps, still be looked qion as a venture-Mjmutiee. and among the general eommunity may not be
o
people
exactly an everytlnv tiytTfUft, but most
will hm made a t rip. and many will own machines and make
alino.--t daily runs.
It is then that new laws and regulation will have to be
adopted. Tbe "rule of the mad"' in the air must be settled, as
also the question as to whether international frontiers are to
CUANIINÍSS
he respected, and if not whether universal free trade must
Inn comea the subject of the ownership of the air above private
Finally we must consider tbe means by which laws may be
property.
enforced and the registration and identification of aerial machines car
ried out.
I
JítBMBaWallí
Hitherto international frontiers have been fixed by natural divisions
U
of land and water, such as the sea coast or river hank, or clearly defined
The Charwomen's Banner.
strips of ground.
Such lines of demarcation are not easily crossed by
turnes
for the lantern to shine upon.
air
.those who wish to do so unseen and without interruption. But in the
There were the university girls in
it is different. Here no natural boundaries exist, nor can artificial ob- caps and gowns, with the colors of
structions he erected so as to be insurmountable by airships.
their colleges. There were the trained
We are then called upon to answer a most vital question.
Are aero- nurses in tneir long blue or gray
cloaks and demure little bonnets.
nauts to he allowed to traverse these frontiers without hindrance, or must
There were the pit workers and the
(they descend at frontier stations to report themselves?
If the iormer, factory women of the north, with gay
Bhawls over their heads and short full
many laws and regulations now in force would be affected. Those regarding passports, alien immigration, and the like, would be seriously upset.
But a far more serious matter is the collection of customs. Even
supposing it were not possible to convey large cargoes of goods, and there
,is no good reason why this should not he done some day, still it would
undoubtedly be rjbssible to carry parcels of 100 pounds or so. If such an
amount can be taken through the air free of duty it would manifestly have
to he allowed equally to land travelers. Considering, too, the rapidity and
case with which machines are likely to travel, they could be employed continually going to and fro over the frontier, and so transporting large
quantities of dutiable goods.
Either customs must be entirely done away with or we are faced with
a second alternative, that nil aerial vessels must descend jat the customs
houses to declare their cargo. Though in the ordinary way it might be
Banner of Doctors and Surgeons.
possible to enforce this by the imposition of severe penalties on any one skirts.
Housemaids and parlormaids
detected in evading it, yet so great would be the opportunities for smugmarched in cap and apron and charwomen in their usual bonnets and
gling, especially in the dark or in misty weather, that it would without
shawls. Women gardeners appeared
doubt be easy to ply the nefarious trade. The
smuggler would In coats
and skirts and cooks With
not be bound, as with his maritime prototype, to land at a favorable spot their
high caps concealing
on the coast; he could travel far inland before disembarking.
It seems the hair.
The journalists carried a blue silk
impossible to enforce any law as to machines being compelled to descend
banner with a white carrier pigeon emat a frontier, and this implies that customs in the main will have to be broidered on it. The political speakers, for the most part fashionable woabolished.
men, bore an elaborate banner with a
device representing a winged hour
glass and a glass of water, with the
y
Wo have
80,000,000 of people, motto, "Words, words, words." A
golden gridiron gleamed above
the
occupying 3.000,000 square miles of terricooks. A yard measure and a pair of
tory, and they own $120,000,000,000 of scissors marked the ranks of the shopwealth. On farms valued at $25,000,000,-00- 0 girls.
A very pretty device was the
we produce annually agricultural prodwreaths of flowers on long staffs caructs valued at $8,000,000,000.
ried by the gardeners. The sculptors
It is nothing that we produce annually bore statuettes, also on staffs. The
2,500,000,000 bushels of corn and 11,000,"-00- 0 Jewelers' banner showed the various
s
hall marks used on silver. The
bales of cotton, if there is no demand
carried miniature anvils and
for the corn and cotton and if the demand hammers and specimens of the finis not. at a fair return.
But we have the ished chain.
By Junes Schoolcraft Shen
Singers, novelists,
market, says
Sherman in teachers and typewriters needlewomen,
were some
Leslie's Weekly. Our 5.500,000 of neonlc others who were represented.
who produce $15,000,000,000 of manufactured products annually, and receive in wages $230,000,000, make the IMMIGRATION COMMISSIONER.
market. These figures apply only to finished product.
William Williams, New Yorker Who
We get the products to the consumer by 250,000 miles of railroad,
Quit
Office to Practice
which is three times the railroad mileage of Great Britain, France and
Law.
When side tracks are taken into account, we have
Germany combined.
New York. William
more railroad mileage than all the rest of the world. On these railroads
Williams,
a
New York lawyer, has been appointed
we have 100.000 engines, carrying millions of cars and hauling 2,000,000
commissioner of immigration to suctons of freight. This practically equals all the tonnage carried by all the ceed Robert Watchorn. The salary of
railroads and all the ships of all the rest of the world.
the position is $0,500. Mr. Williams
This monstrous task is performed by 5,500,000 of emploves who are returns to the office which he resigned
before Watchorn took it. Although
yearly paid $2,300,000,000, and this vast business is conducted by
of bank clearances.
Do we prosper ? Only two decades ago we were second to Great Brity
our output equals all the rest
ain in the output of iron and steel.
of the world. We live well and have happy homes, filled with comforts
and luxuries. Yet we are a saving people.
We have in savings banks $3,500,000,000, in national hanks
in all, $13,000,000,000. The
and in state banks $5,000,000,000
per capita of money in the country is larger than in any other save one,
Prance, and amounts (o $35 for each of our 80,000,000 people.
The business of the country amounts to over $3,000,000,000 annually.
How do we do such a monstrous business which is also profitable? It is
because we have confidence in ourselves. and the other nations of the globe
have confidence in us.
M

H
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j

MODERN METHODS OF
SHEEP SHEARING GREAT HELP
Many Improvements Over Old Days When Wool Waa Gatb.
erad by Allowing Animals to Rub and
Squeeze Each Other.
The earliest method of securing the
wool waa to drive the sheep quickly
through a narrow passage, and the
squeezing and rubbing of one against

another loosened and detached the
wool. Later, an "Improved'' plan was
adopted, which, in our ears, sounds
somewhat Inhumane, although, as a
matter of fact, If done at the right
time, there would probably be nothing painful 3r severe about it. The
sheep were caught, and the wool was
pulled from their backs by hand.
This practice continued for many hundreds of years, for although Laban
and the other great pastoralists of his
time clipped their sheep, Pliny tells
us that, in his day, when Rome was
In the zenith of her glory, "the sheep
are not everywhere shorn, but the
custom of pulling off the wool continues in some places." It is to tbe
old patriarchs, then, that we must
give the credit of having set about
getting the wool in a business-likway, and from their day until now
practically no change has taken place
in the manner and method of clipping.
Most of the clipping on the big
Border farms in Great Britain is done
staff.
by the ordinary shepherding
e
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Know When to Stop.
Talking is like playing the harp.
There is as much in laying the hand
on the strings to stop their vibration
as in twanging them to bring out the

asas!

music.

Wealth
of Our

Country

chain-maker-

nt

Youngest
a semstre
in the Quarter Montmarte, Paris, is
held to be the youngest great grandmother
in the world . She was married at the age of 14, and nor first child
a girl, married at the same early age.
When Edna was 31 she was grandmother. Her grandson married at 17
a voung woman a few days his junior.
On her forty-eightbirthday Mme.
Bertonelle was a great grandmother.

Sheep Shearing Tima

Very often a helper is engaged for a
fortnight or so, to push the work
through, but the heaviest part of the
burden rests on the shoulders of the
permanent hands. Needless to say, it
is a busy time while it lasts, for all
the other work of the farm has to be
carried on simultaneously, and it
means, for the shepherds, getting up
very early not later than 4:30, and
working late. The permanent hands,
having their ordinary work to get
through as well, do not, of course,
clip so many sheep in a day as a clipper specially engaged for the job.
About a score per man, or thereabouts, is considered a very good
day's work; a good hand working full
time will turn out, on an average,
about thirty. Formerly he used to be
paid by the day, but it Is more usual
now to follow the piecework plan.
On both sides of the Border, the
Lowland sheep are always washed a
week or so before shearing.
But
many farmers assert that there are
other benefits which accrue from it.
They say the washing improves the
health of the sheep. Some old writers held this view, and Youatt quotes
that excellent chemist Vauquelin, who
says: "In this respect I am inclined
to adopt the opinion of those who
think that the washing of sheep, during dry warm weather, may be useful to their health and to the quality
of the wool." However this may be,
it is beyond question that the practice
of washing, previous to shearing, is of
ancient date, and it is quite probable
that its origin is to be found In the

attractive appearance, will
bring, as a rule, an appreciably higher price than another lot done in a
slovenly manner; this may frequently
be seen in the case ot clipped hoggs.
There is also no loss of wool in the
former case; In the latter, too much
is frequently left on the ridges, and
this, of course, reduces the weight of
of their

0,

FACTS ABOUT
HENS AND EGGS
Bow to Make Most

Pontry.

fifteen-sixteenth-

Tour of
Fleet Is
Money
Wasted
Suprc-m-

$3G5,-000,0-

William

Williams.

not an applicant for the position ha
has decided to accept it because of the
urgency of President Taft, who wished
what is known In administration circles as "a
man" for the
place. Mr. Williams had a very long
and thorough experience In the administration of this office and resigned It
voluntarily to resume the practice ot
high-clas- s

law.

Phonographic Library.
The Academy of Sciences at Vienna
has decided upon the creation of phonographic archives, which will be divided into three parts, and which will
probably be the most remarkable library on record. The first section will
be devoted to examples of European
languages and dialects of the different
peoples spoken at the beginning ot aha
twentieth century.

from

When cholera appears In the flock
give no water except that in which
pokerroot has been boiled. This is both
a preventative and a cure. An Illinois man says one of his hens laid an
s
egg two and
inches long
s
and one and
inches
wide, the measurement being taken
with calipers.
One man will win with one kind ot
hen and another man with some other
breed. It is with hens as it is with
cows. We should choose the breed we
like the best and then stay with It
Fowls are naturally hardy, and contagion in a flock is due to carelessness on the part of the poultry keeper.
This Is proved by the fact that expert poultry raisers have very few
sick chickens.
Hens need a better place in which
to roost than the trees around the
house. Of course, they may survive
there; but merely living and returning
a profit are two different things.
Don't stop feeding the hens shells
Just because they are out of doors
and can shift for themselves. There
Is no Une, not even an imaginary one,
between the days when the hen like
shells and when she does not All
days are alike In that respect.
A woman in Vermont writes that
seven-eighth-

The assertion that the best way to preserve peace is to build up a great navy and
army shows an ignorance of history, says
Justice Brewer in Leslie's Weeklv. The
trip of the fleet around the world, as a
boastful show of our naval strength, has
been nothing but a waste of money.
After all its folly, its influence on the
orient has not brought peace one day
nearer. Over five millions of the people's
money have been spent for coaling this
By JUSTICE BREWER
CourO
(01 the United Stales
fleet alone. What benefit has the nation
received from that expenditure ? Over 65
per cent, of th3 country's expenses are due
1907
the sum spent in this way totaled
and
In
navy.
to the army
the largest sum spent by any nation.
There never has been a nation that built a great army or navy but
that got into war. Peace born of force is only temporfy. Not until all
nations settle their differences by arbitration will the world enjoy peace.

Money

Alr'a Weight.
There Is no uniform weight for air.
For instance, saw the weight of a cubic foot of air at eea level is 1,70
grains, the pressur eremoved say, by
its elevation to an altitude of 10,000
feet, its weight would be about half
of 1,700 grains. In other words, the
cubic foot, at ten or twelve thousand
feet above the sea, would expand to
two cubic feet, each of about 850
grains weight.

fleece.

A Town of Fresh Surprise.
The use of clipping machines InMeissen Is a town of crooked streets
stead of
has made, as that wind about delightfully in its
yet, little headway in tbe north; but depths amd
suddenly climb the heights
more attention is being given to the on each hand a town with a fresh
Idea year by year. On some of the surprise of architecture, of costume or
larger farms, one or perhaps two ot landscape at every turn. One is
machines are to be found; constantly
finding Avne landing
none is power driven. If machines whence ancient walled steps shoot nj
come into general use it will be beon the one hand to the burg and down
cause of the difficulty of finding casual on the other hand to the river. From
clippers rather than for reasons of Robert Haven Schauffler'o "Romantic
economy.
The farmers do not anticiGermany," in Century.
pate any great saving of expense by
the use of machines; they say that
one man with a machine driven by a
lad or woman worker will not get
through more than the number which
A Specific for Asthma. A certain rem--!
two good men could clip that is to
say, about sixty per day. When the edy for Rheumatism, Blight's Disease,
Consumption and all Coughs, La Grippe
woman's wage is added to the cost and
Croup.
Cures all Lung and Bron-- j
of cleaning, oiling, repairing and depreciation of the machine and is set chial Diseases. The greatest restore
five agent known. Makes pale, weak,
against the
expenses inpeople healthy, fat and strong.
curred under existing circumstances inin
Kills
by a big farmer, there can be little Ask us about it. Write or call.
the
Cough,
that is certain.
saving by the new method. For It is
to be remembered, as stated previousThe Stramoline Co.
3 N. Harvey St. Oklahoma City. Okla.
ly, that most of the clipping is already done by permanent servants, FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
whose wages have to be paid anyhow!
hand-shear- s

band-drive-

Stramoline

To-da-

$4,500,-000,00-

Holmes.

Mme. Edna BertoneMe,

air-goi-

Great

bertlne Une.

Says tha Grouch.
Women can make er break o.
an' when it's leap year she g7h
belief that It was beneficial from tbe make's blm first an.' break him
In the ward. Los Angeles Express.
point of view of health.
North Country the clipping is usually
Knew It all the Time.
covered shed,
done in an
Cocaine is pronounced
where there is plenty of light An
or a covering of boards, accent on the first syllable; not to.
old
Is laid over the earthen floor, and ksin, accent
on the last syllask
these are kept clean by sweeping. Paresis is pronounced
short
The actual method of clipping is very a, accent on the first syllable;
not
similar, I fancy, in all districts first par e sis, lone e, accent on
second
the opening out of the head, neck, lable. And, y the way, why Jo tyl.
pes,
brisket and thighs, then the curvlag pie say
Instead of tr.
round the ribs from the belly up to mendus? St. Paul (Minn.)
Dispau.
the back, first on one side and then on
the other, and then the quarters. A
These Hats.
sheep should show the
A teacher of physical cultur
rings formed by the shears running in
ttn
continuous lines all round Its barrel the European peasant wonit-tn
with
blessed
health
be
should
and
strength hi,
and up the quarters; there
cause
of
the
the
they
exercise
where
get
in carry,
no break along the back
line traveling up one side meets that ing heivy baskets on their heads
or
lines,
How strong our fashionable womea
coming up the other. These
little ridges of wool, should be small ought to get this spring! New York
and of uniform size, and they should Herald.
all be at the same distance from one
another. It is quite wonderful how
Character Indispensable.
sheep
much better a nicely-shorTalent helps a man to obtain suclooks than one which is carelessly cess, but it Is
character which seand untidily done. And there is more cures it for him. A man
will succeed
in it than a mere pleasing of the eye.
lot of sheep, because with character and very little tiiient,
A
and will never succeed without char,
acter, whatever talent he may have at
bis disposal. Max O'Reil.
k

Nav

Conferred oil Women Only,
Noble work la ato came 0 w
Btsadty entitles a waaaaa to thf "tv
Her of Stdoska," established tn
by King Jobs, of Saxony. T oral
wat founded in umimij of the Dae,

from

pullets and 12 yearling Rhode
imana nens sne sold last vear eggs to
the amount of I262.C2. not counting
the eggs used In a family of four
Feed, advertising, etc., cost $9477
.making a gain of S1C7.85. These hens
0

laid 8,745 eggs.
To have the chickens mature rapidly a proper type of breeding
fowl
should be obtained. This type
consists
of fowls of medium size and broad
and
blocky in shape, like the Plymouth
Rock and Wyandottes. The
chickena
should be frequently fed, and a
sufficient quantiy of food given each time
to satisfy them.
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of 15 Black Angus cattle which ueiu
was
awarded first prize at the Chicago International Stock show, and which waa
uia ui an per hundred pounds
weight, was fattened on a ration live
which
Included molasses, iteaiit.iuaiure
feed, corn and oats, the owner
fed
lue
month a mixture of oil
meal and oats, to which
sprinkling of molasses. It was
found
Mded a
to 7h hides andf8improved the'"lness
appear
ance of the animals In every wayP
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Alfalfa
falfa
seeds resemble those of red clover In size,
but dlf
fer in not being so uniform In
ahane
The color should be light olive
or greenish yellow. Darkened, disco"
Sesd-Al-

ored and shriveled seed should be
dia
carded, as Its germinating power la
low. Plump,
s
seed
more plants and stronger plant
thaa do the small and Immature.
d
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ASK FATHER.

Illinois
Senator Former
Street Car Conductor.

William
High

Lorlmer

Rot

to

Present

a..

Pott from

Humble BeginHas Been In Congress

ning

rx-

for Several Years.
Chicaf.v The second native ot
England to be elected to the resent
United States senate is William Ixrl-me- r
of this city. The other is Senator
Sutherland of rtah. No one would
ever suspect Senator Ixirlmer of being
an Englishman, but he was born in
In the city of Manchester. England,
48 years ago.
He looks about 35, and acts as
though he were about 25. He has
'jeen going to congress ever since
congress. His first
the
two terms were from one Chicago district and the rest from another. This
change in habitat was brought about
by a little political necessity, another
man having grabbed the nomination
while Mr. Lorlmer was not looking.
He was not feazed by this little manoeuvre, but promptly moved Into the
Sixth district and was nominated from
that place.
"He Is a man of ability, character
and force," said Speaker Cannon of
him the other day.
"He is about the hottest politician
in the United States," Is the private
opinion of most of the good judges of
politicians In Washington.
Thirty-twyears ago Lorlmer's
folks took him to Chicago. His first
education was gleaned from the
streets. Next he was doing a man's
work for a man's pay by wheeling salt
in a Chicago packing house. The next
promotion was to the back end of a
State street car in Chicago. He collected fares for the street car company by day and cultivated the friendship of the boys in his precinct by
night. The first thing the precinct
Fifty-fourt-

coriiT.iDo9
T CClneQINJT

o

President
Taft has reappointed MaJ.
I Gen. J. Franklin Bell as
I chief of the general staff.
United States army. Gen.
Bell has held this office for
some years, and it is understood that at the end
QMv I of another year of service
jjrVtl In the position, he will be
succeeded by Maj. Gen.
Leonard Wood.
neronrl
Klnline
flnmA
should write of one of the deeds of J.
Franklin Bell. The general went over
to the Philippines as a first lieutenant
He had not
of the Seventh calavry.
been in the islands long before he was
put in command of a volunteer force
composed almost wholly of regulars
whose terms of enlistment had expired, but who were willing to take on
a Bhort term of duty to help in the
clearing up of the work which they
IASHINGTON.

III
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Clergyman What would your father say if he saw you digging for
worms on Sunday?
Willie I don't know; but I know
what he'd bay if I did not d g for them.
That's him fishing over there."

'

'

Sheer white goods, in fact, any fine
wash goods when new, owe much of
their attractiveness to the way they
are laundered, this being done In a
manner to enhance their textile beauty. Home laundering would be equal- ly satisfactory if proper attention was
given to starching, the first essential
being good Starch, which has sufficient
strength to stiffen, without thickening
the goods. Try Defiance Starch and
you will be pleasantly surprised at the
Unproved appearance of your work-Many Seekers of the Pole.
Canada, Denmark, France, Get'
many, England, Russia, Sweden and
the United States were, in 1908, represented among the 12 expeditions
which were struggling toward
the
pole.
Eight leaders were veterans
Peary and Cook of the United States,
Bernier of Canada, Erichsen and
ot
of Denmark, Charcot
France, Shackleton of England and
Geer of Sweden, t

Overcome Adversity.
The waves which sorrow lashes up
round us stand high between us and
the world and make our ship solitary
In the midst of a haven full of vessels.
Cannot one do like the fair sun, and
go under the waves and yet come
back again. And yet, after all, If you
look upon his going down rightly
there is no such thing in reality.
Rlchter.

in the ranks. For two years he was
He
serving in the regatara.
man.
an enlisted
arm of the
cavalry
the
choosing
1861,
joined in
through all
service and to it he remained faithful
riders
finest
of
the
one
He
is
duty.
his
of
?.-íl
the years
that the army claims.
Japanese spies
There have been many stories of of American
notes
who have been found taking
A Rare Good Thine.
army operations and equipment m
and
"Am using ALLEN'S
soldiers do
can truly say I would not have been withfirst object lesson in the way American
out It so long, had I known the relief it
things from Gen. Chaffee. That ob
would give my aching feet. I think it a
ject lesson doubtless has nao soma
rare good thing for anyone having sore
thought
the
modifying
or
tired feet. Mrs. Matilda Holtwert,
in
influence
Providence, R. I." Bold by all Druggists,
they
which the orientals held that
15c. Ask
of
could whip the Americans out
Quite So.
hand. Gen. Chaffee was in command
the
of the expedition which went to
"An actor who has forgotten his
embassies
beleaguered
relief of the
tines is a pitiful thing."
and
at Peking. Japanese officers
"If you're looking for real tragedy,
general
The
there.
men saw him
consider the pitcher who has forgotnot
is
which
China
In
won a fame
ten his curves."
aided in startine.
confined to the American continent
givTry Murine Ere Remedy
Hack tn one of the provinces was a
The generals of Europe have
For Red, Weak, Weary, Watery Eyes.
band of Tagalogs who had given the
Compounded by Experienced Physicians.
en testimony that Adna R. Chaffee
take
government forces all kinds of trouConforms to the Pure Food and Drugs
Is a great soldier. Orders to
Law. Murine Doesn't Smart. Soothes Eye
ble.
One of their chief villages was
Pain. Try Murine for Your Eyes.
command of the Chinese expedition
was
"located," and Gen. Bell with his folhe
while
reached Gen. Chaffee
steamer
lowing of old campaigners took the
. voai-- i
a
on board
Silence gives consent yet when a
young man proposes he naturally pretrail for Its capture. The commanditn take him to the Phil-ng officer had been through camfers that the girl In the case should
ippines. The order was unexpected,
no
paigns against the Sioux, the Apaches,
say something.
and the general had practically
preparations.
and other tribes of the mountains and
for campaign
to
plains, and tasen more tnan one leaf
He was to go Into a strange land,
strange
savage
knowledge
from the book of
of
lead an expedition against a
tarfare.
riU and not only was It expected
William Lorimer.
but
Guides led the force to the vicinof him that he be successful,
the
for
quickly,
won
be
success
ity of the Tagalog village. Night fell
that
knew Billy Lorimer was carrying it
lives of many Americans were in around in his vest pocket. He kept
and the Tagalogs were
all unsuspof
danger within sight of the walls
out of big politics until he was the
icious of the approach of the white
enemy. At three o'clock in the mornithe "Forblddeu City.
boss in little politics. Then he had
LSaI
ng, when sleep always hangs heavy on
Tho eeneral arrived at Tien tsin himself elected to the Minneapolis
In convention as a Republican national
the eyes. Bell led his men toward the
too late to take part in the battle
IKivJHVnpj
5Sfe .Sail
village. The Tagalogs had sentinels
.mm. the hrave MaJ. Llscum of the delegate.
He had been graduated
posted along an outlying line. After
Ninth infantry lost his life. Not from the street car platform and was
the manner of the people of the plains
only was the American soldier a real estate dealer. He also Interestthe soldiers crept silently between the
spurred to quick marching action by ed himself in city affairs and was
pickets; only one of whom was vigithe knowledge ot tne lruiuiucui icw. known throughout the western metrop
he olis. Lorimer was for Blaine In the
lant enough to detect the presence of
of the Americans at Peking, but
the enemy. He was silenced before he
knowledge that the soldiers ot Minneapolis convention, but the Cook
swam
th
had a chance to startle the air with a cry or a
powerful swimmer. On that night he
to take part In the relief ex-- county organization was for the
shot. entire distance around the bay, landing now anc
of Harrison.
the men of his own
gight Qf
m
-then to get a closer look at the enemy's water
1
It is a characterization of Lorimer
Straight Into the village went Bell at the head
v..r.
uu
o
w
of
iry
anj
unseen
of his men.
that he has stuck to his friends. A
Dawn streaks were beginning to front fortifications. He did this meant almos'
countries.
other
of
men
sentinel. If discovery had come It
couple of weeks ago he was talking
show in the sky, but the warriors were asleep
they
They did show themselves worthy, and with an the senatorial deadlock at Springfield
certain death to the swimmer. He came back t
past the ordinary waking, for were not the sentcommander
their
of
his starting point with full knowledge of th
a friend in Washington.
inels posted, and were they not bound by every
the American leaders instead over with
strength of the Spaniards in heavy guns, anc
Why don't you jump in and take it,
tradition of tribal honor to be awake and watchfdifficulties
with
beset
march
If so, yon are an easy victim of
o fol owers in that
when the time for the assault came, the infor
- Billy?" he was asked.
ul?
almost unparalleled In modern wardisease. You can avoid danger
service.
dangers
priceless
was
of
and
answer.
matlon
was
the
to,"
want
"I don't
Lieut. Bell had given his men orders. The vilPhilipthe
in
my
while
on
fare.
called
if you build up your system with
try
one
of
was
Bell
to
elect
to
Gen.
"I am going
lage was cordoned with troops and there wasn't
who firmly friends."
men In the army
pines to end the war in Batangas. He ended it,
m.M.
the natural strength-give- r
a mousehole of escape. Bell has a whimsical
you can't elect a friend,
in ending it he took the only course possible
Gen. Chaffee did not sleep an hour
and
if
"Well,
that
believe
village
humor.
Tagalog
very
the
of
In the
heart
who are you going to let Hopkins come
a course that the civilians at a distance from
during the march to Peking. The soldiers
pas an old
brass cannon, a trophy
in Chine.
j .i.. mr-- declare that the nightsanything
the fighting denounced as altogether too severe.
taken by the Tagalogs from the Spaniards of anat back?"
Bell was called a second Weyler, and a second!
"If I cannot elect a friend I will
are black; that It is impossible to see
other day, and which the natives were hoping to
In
came
knowledge
these
TONIC VERMIFUGE
of
and
light,
full
when
.ifurithnnt the aid of artificial
take it myself. I know I can have It,
Bell duke of Alva, but
use against the equally hated Americans.
for
horrid
forbidden
and
were
cruelty
craft
of
the
reand
operations
they
of the soldiers
his
unless
It
not
take
I
bivouacs
will
the
but
three
The
men.
detailed a loading party of three
which helps you body do its own
of the natives whom he was fighting, criticlsni
precautionary reasons. There was no definite fuse to unite on a friend of mine."
became boys again, and they rammed the piece
building up. It puts the whole digespath
he
criticism
the
in
of
might
be
and
the
died. Of his experience
lrnnwlertee of the forces that
Although Senator William A. Hopfull of powder and grass wadding, after the mansystem in a perfect condition.
tive
surprises
what
said in a letter to a friend:
of the expedition, and no one knew
kins did not know it, that was the unner of loading a Fourth of July cannon on the
the stomach, imparts new
Regulates
feeling
soldier
his
Chaffee,
"Knowing my disposition and kindly
derstanding of Lorlmer's friends and
the nla-h-t miarht cover. Gen.
village green In the home land.
to the tissues.
health
and
vigor
difto
refused
say, constituted himself a sentinel who
toward the natives full well, you will have no
his election was not a surprise to
Your Druggist has it.
The light of coming day was strong enough
setnrougn me niguw
necessity
for
ana
he
understanding
guard,
that
from
him.
relieved
ficulty
knew
be
in
who
those
for the conducting of operations.
A lanyard was
was alert and watching, and through the days he
Personally Lorlmer is a delightful
Too lira, SOc and 35c
vere measures has been a source of distress to
pulled and the brazen piece roared out its reveille.
by was alert and marching.
is
derive
I
can
consolation
only
The
me.
character. He is a chubby man with
The sound of it shook the foundations of the Tákeeping my thoughts on the end and object in
There are stories by the scores of men who are a' leonine mane of blond hair. He
salos huts; It roused the warrior sleepers as
view. When one has worked faithfully, conscito bear charmed lives. The hero of the wears a Texas mustache of a reddish
mnnnaed
They came
irould the cracking of doomsday.
entiously, and unselfishly for jis country four
sheds bullets as a slate roof sheds hue and is a simple dresser. He is
fiction
of
book
irmed, but naked to the fray. The Tagalogs iooked
years, without relaxation or rest, it is somewhat
reading of it one finds it hard to not much of a debater, and cuts little
In
the
and
rain,
on bayonet points and down gun barrels and sur
Positively cored by
discouraging, not to say distressing, to find that
any
truth could be stranger than this figure on the floor of the house. He
that
believe
render came instanter.
tkese Little Pills.
even some of his own countrymen appear to have
a
charmed is a strenuous worker In committee
doesn't
bear
Chaffee
Gen.
If
fiction.
They also relieve Dia
Gen. J. Franklin Bell Is the youngest ofllcer
i
no confidence in his motives, judgment or integof luck that haa and is constantly busy in the interests
allowance
largest
the
has
he
life
rrea from Dyspepsia, Inmho ever held the position of chief of staff. He
rity."
of his constituents in Chicago. He preany one man.
to
fallen
and Too Hearty
digestion
is a genial general and he is willing to talk when
politician who
There is no use In mincing words; Gen. Bel
Eating. A perfect remfor sents the paradox of a
brevetted
times
four
been
has
Chaffee
Gen.
daring
dashinc
we properly may on the subjects touching his
and
Dizziness,
'Nail
most
edy for
an ideal family men . He Is the
Is considered one of the
bravery. Two ofthe brevet commissions came to Is
sea. Drowsiness, Bad
He wears
PILLS.
spends
As the Joker pnt It, he Is a Bell who
profession.
eight
and
children
of
officers in the American service.
father
Month,
Coat
Taste In the
"single-handean
him for gallantry in the civil war service, and two all of the time he can at home with
Mows when to ring off. He avoids the sins of
medal of honor for charging
ed Tongue, Vain in the
He once
for erallantrv in battles with the Indians.
pllence and of speech, wherein he shows that he Is
TORPID LIVER.
body of armed Filipinos. He was shot
a
Side,
alone,"
them.
s
led a cavalry charge over rough and precipitous
in his generation than some of his
Mrs. Lorimer, who was born In rhey regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
at repeatedly from every quarter, but Ingotarm
bluffs, where a cavalry charge was thought to be Canada, is a devout Roman Catholic
sev
were in their generation.
parlance: "They didn't get him," but he
SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PBtCE.
impossible.
a feat
en of them, not dead, but alive, and he led bad
and her work tor charity and instituWhen his promotion came the chief of staff
a
men
straight
into
of
his
at'
head
the
septet
prisoners,
of
He rode at
Genuine Must Bear
Jumped from a captaincy to a brigadier generalsto the American lines, his
tions in Chicago has been unflagging.
body of armed Indians, scattering them, but not She haa given her services as a vocal- CARTERS
cowering under his pointed pistol, though even
Signature
hip, and his tremendous rank stride did not bring
Chafvolley
Into
volley
poured
after
until they had
freely to newly created parishes
man Jack of them was armed.
Jorth one word of criticism from soldier or civilist
gave
charge
the
army
That
doubt
fee's oncoming command.
If war were to come there is no
ian. Since then he has become a major general,
(or years until they were In a position
soldier his brevet commission as a lieutenant to retain paid singers. She has bee
although he is far from being the ranking offlcei
'flie army officers who were jumped said that
I REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.
colonel.
bell earned his promotion, and that if other proof the service, that Gen. Bell would be given the
equally generous in other charitable
war broke out movements, appearing with her chilWhen the
chief command of the field forces.
motions were, like his, based solely on service
n soiKTOSif celebrated
Chaffee was made a brigadier general of volun dren for public charity affairs and alfinality, there would be no heart burnings under
Natural Uterine Supporter
teers. He was in the very thick of the fighting. ways contributing generously to bene'he blouses.
It needs neither the bearing nor the uniform
It,. Inmediata ilrf, Sol" a" ay.
In front ot Santiago. Capt. Arthur Lee, a British
eleemosynary
institutions.
fits for
of Lieut. Gen.5Vdna R. Chaffee (retired), to show
When the Seventh cavalry, In which Gen. Bell
government
by
watch
to
his
detailed
officer
armv
are
musicians
Nearly all the children
as then a lieutenant, reached the Philippines,
that he Is a soldier. Tou can see it in his face.
the field operations In Cuba, attached himself to
he Spanish troops were still in possesion, for
His expression Is at once mild and aggressive,
THE HASTINGS McISTOBH TROTS TO.,
wrote
Chaffee.
of
Capt
Lee
Gen.
headquarters
the
Dewey had reduced the fleet, but not Manila city
A telephone line is being construct tu Walnnt St.. PHladaltSjte, Pa, (
and the eye is purposeful. Gen. Chaffee's name
paid
to
campaign
which
he
the
in
story
about
a
ot iiami ana
lips when one Is asked
nd Its immediate defenses.
the Alps which will hold ta
Information was comes most readily to the
Genuine
eta
aliiri of the Supporter.
Gen. Chaffee the highest tribute that It Is possible ed in
to name a typical American soldier.
tor height.
"anted concerning the Spanish earthworks. Lieut.
record
nay
to
to
another.
soldier
one
army
for
we
ot
the
of
staff
chief
r
Sell volunteered
forra
The
to get it He didn't tell any one

'qttjS.'

he was going
to get it. His method was daring and
lovel.
Under cover of
he
darkness
the
went to the water
front, stripped off
and
clothes
his
plunged In. He is a
how
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Santa Fe, N. M July
4
Notice la hereby (Ivan that on the
'i,w
dar of Julv. 19ni, In accordant-.- .
Section 2, Irrigation U
uf M
'
i,
Klmple. ,i
and tieorge
at Jackie
Revised Weekly.
"
fc
v. ..
jm
moEoruu,- ujmhj ... wh.ii., i erntorv of
New Meilco, made application i.
Baptist Church.
Territorial Ki glneer ol New Meileo far
permit to appropriate from the I'utilie
Pastor 8. B. Oallaay will aWaters
of the Territory of New Meiiej.
preach at the First Baptist Such appropriation lato be mad,,
froaj
church Sunday at 11 . m.
Hog Canon at point bearing N Í4 lo
a. m.
W 2421 'from Cor. Common t, Twrm,
Sunday school at
IS and 19 S and Rg. 10 and u e. b,
Strangers welcomed.
means of diversion and storage, and 200
ch. ft. per ec. or 500 ac. ft. Is to be coa.
M. E. Ghuroh, South.
yayad to Seca. 21. 28 and Mt, T. 18 s.
10 E. by means of ditches, reservoir, etc
M.
All regular servi rS at the
and there used for irrigation f 4,
Sunday.

Advance.

$1.30 a Year in

free.

&tori

We will carry, free, descriptive stories of any town in the
First Publication Augatt It.
county. All you need to do is
Lett Publication September ti
the
telling
to send us the story,
OTIOt.
advantages of your town.
These articles will appear each
ot Tar- - (
week. We can sure have that Department
Kugineer (

NEWS

ALAMOGORDO

tit

Churcb Notices

Alamwrordn.
ilirouiib the

I

RATES.

Beginning August 1. the following
advertising rutes will become i'ffec
the in Tk Alamogoriio News. Abso
lutelv no concessions to anyone.
Prolessknal Cards occupying

1

SCHOOL HOSE

children's
You are already, no doubt, planning
WUNDEB-HOS- E
the
to
include
forget
Don't
school clothes.
the best
in your shopping list. They are
Stockings made for children as well as grown folks.
Medium or heavy rib. 25 cents a pair.

1

Inch or less space. SI a month.
Pitta Display advertising, 15 cents
per single column inch each inser
tion. Display Ads containing only a
reasonable amount ot price list matter 20 cents per single column inch
ftl'phMf Att rontafniwf
rata
large amount of figures and price
cents per single column
list matter.

e!h

inch each Issue.
Locals or reading notices, One
No charge
Cent a word each issue.
It locals are
made by the line.
wanted In black 'ice type, double
Figures
price will be charged.
count same as words.
Minimum charge on local readers.
25 cents Minimum charge on dis
play advertising. 81 00.
Cards of thanks, resolutions of renotices ot
and
spect, obituaries
churches and societies where an ad
mission lee Is charged to the affair
advertised, one cent a word.
These prices are the same as are
charged by all other county seat papers in the territory.

TEN THOUSAND IN 1910.

There is no reason why Otero
county should not reach ten
thousand or over by 1910. We
have everything that makes for
population, and the class of people who are coming out now are
the kind who help to bringothers.
We have a population now of
about eight thousand, and nearly
half of that number are residents
of Alamogordo. Let every one
boost for the ten thousand for
1910, and it is safe to say that
they will not boost in vain.
With our perfect climate, and
the natural resources of the
county, we should be able to
make the mark easily. And that
will mean a still larger increase
for the year to follow.
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aci ea.
E. church, South, next
All persons who may oppose the grantSunday school at 9:45 a m.
of the above application must Ble
Senior League U 3 p. m. Jun- ing
their objection, substantiated bj
ior League nt 4 lu.
(property t:aeKiai with tt Tent
A cordial invitation is extend torlal Engineer or or before four week,
last publication hereof
W. V. Tker, Pastor. from date of
ed to all.
VEKNON L.
SULLIVAN,

m

Territorial

aaai

Grace Methodist Episcopal Church
Sunday Sclmol at 10 o'clock.
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7 :30

ALAMOGORDO

m.

Eligía,

Get The News for the

news.

First Pub. Julv 29; last Pub. August

All iitran ;ers and
Notice For Publication.
members a:e cordially invited.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Jo.is H. Murray, Pastor. U, S. Land Oflice at Las Cruce, X J,
non-churc- h

well drilling outfit and work fur CLASSIFIED
ADS
six dollars per day. Mr. Mayo
The Alamogordo public school
Rates for advertisements In this colonia
Minhas an outfit capable of of going
one cent a word each Insertion.
ill open September 1st.
imum charge "5 cents.
3,(MM) feet deep, he is an experiEach parent should see that enced man and has personrl intertheir children enter the first day est in the valley. We think the OLD PAPERS For Sale.
Five cents a bundle. Alamo
and attend regularly.
Gamp City hustlers should be en- gordo News.
The high school pupils meet at couraged in their effort to get
FOR SALE A good one horse
Í) o'clock,
September 3rd. for artesian water.
They will be farm wagon and harness. .Nearly
classification.
able to get considerable help from new. Address William Hyde,
Box 357, Alamogordo.
All pupils who did not receive this vicinity.
a promotion and those soudying
FRUIT TREES. Early in No
during the summer will ba presBe sure that you read our ad. vember I will ship in from the
ent at 9 o'clock on Saturday, offering a township plat free best nurceries thousands of the
Sept. 4th. for examination.
with one year's cash subscription best trees and vines. You will
heeled in
bring
The News. The map alone is find them carefully
to
will
Grade pupils
their
You see what you get.
promotion cards Monday, Sept. worth more than the subscription
L. E. MARTIN.
6th. and will be assined at that amount. But if you are already
FINE PRINTING The News
a subscriber, or whether you are
time.
has the best equipped job print
Please report to the room in the or not, you can get the map for ing department in this part of
building to which you were as- one dollar. This is an opportun- New Mexico. Rush Jobs Rushed
ity that does not come to you
signed for this year.
FOUND:
Cravenette coat,
Do not buy your books until every day, as the government owner can have the same bv
price for a much less complete proving the same paying for this
you are assigned.
map is $4.00.
advertisement.
A list of books will be given
eadh pupil the first day of school,
Charles D. George,

Christian Church.
Eld. Stacy Phillips, the new
pastor, will preach Sunday a. m.
at 11 and at 7 :45 in the evening.
Everybody invited.
Sunday school at 10 a. m.
subject;
sermon,
Morning

"Pharisee and Publican" eveing
subject: "The Treasure in the
Field".
The Sunday school of the
Christian church here is in a contest with the Deming school
counting attendance, new pupils
and offerings as points. At the
close of ten weeks the schools
tied on new pupils and attendance. Deming beating on offerings. The contest closes January
1st, and the school here is hopeful

that all who have been in

Superintendent,

A

latuogordo.

In one of our exchanges we
notethat in a certain town a number of citizens have pledged them
selves to give ten dollars per
vear to advertise their town.
We are also in line with our
bister city: Our business men
have each pledged themselves
to pay eighteen dollars a year,
it) monthly payments, in addition to this at a recent meeting
of the Club the members gave
from fifteen to seventy five dollars each, towards an additional
fund for the same purpose.
The' last two meetings of the
Business Mens Club have had
larger attendance than any previous meeting. The next regular meeting is the first Tuesday

in September, and at that time
there will be matters up for con
sideration of great importance to
to the town. President Wolfin-ge- r
and Secretary Evans are
planing to give the members a
surprise at the meeting Sept. 7th
The membership is still increasing, the members are very
prompt in paying their dues.
With such men backing our
town 10,000 in 1910 will be easy.

Mr.

home.
Dr. Gudger wife anddaughter,
Alise Gudger from Kirwin Kans.,
and Dr.Saltzgaber, wife and daughter spent one day last week
with the J.R. Yale and Herb
Loomis

familes

on
is

u October 26, 1907, made homesteid
No. 5558 (serial 02348) for NWJ.,
ectlou 3, township 17 S., Range 9 B.,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of

ntry

intention to make final commutation
proof, to establish claim to the land
bove described, before F J. Bush,
Claimant names as witnesses:

I

II. C. Russell,

16, 1909

tee flats.
having a well

dug out about fsve miles south- HE MOST EFFICIENT IRON ON THE MARKET.
of her place. It is in good pasture
Coolest at the handle, yet hottest upon the face, with
good
will
get
she
and she thinks
the greatest amount of heat directly in the point.
water.
The patented stand attached to the heel of the iron is most
Mrs. J.E. Richardson and mothconvenient as it is always at hand and cannot be lost or hider and Mrs. Ed Martin arrived
den in the folds of the work.
from St. Louis last Thursday.
This labor-savinnecessity may be used by connecting to
Mr. Richardson has secured the
socket.
electric
lrght
Let us deliver an iron to you on
any
Miss. Maud Davis house to live
will
iron
The
you nothing during the
cost
is
his
house
completed.
in until
Mr. and Mrs. Martin and Mrs.
Martins mother will live in town
until they locate on a suitable
place.
J. E. Richardson is brilding a
house from cinders and white
Don't forget that The News is THE POPULAR DRY GOODS CO.
sand. It is a very fine building prepared to do the very best class I
(Incorporated)
MASONIC TEMPLE BUILDING
material and with a coat of pure of job printing, and you get the Ladles' Ready to Wear Dry Goods, Shoea,
Men's
Clothier and Hata. We cordially
sand plastered over, it has an el- work when yon want it. No job
an Invitation to yea to vielt oar
egant appearanc.
when in el PASO, TEXAS.
is too large to be estimated upon,
Edwin Kellar of Camp City and none too small to receive our
was soliciting funes for an arte" prompt attention.
sian well this week. He informs
If you wish to know all about
us that they have made arrangt-ment- s
county, write the Alamo
Otero
with Mr. Mayo from the Business Hen's Club.
Led JoneSf
Estancia Valley to come with his

T

g

Thirty Days Free Trial.

d

of Alamogordo, N M.
do
do
do
JOSE GONZALES,
Regular,

Groat, of
Peterson, of

M. De

L Hill, of

f

Notice is hereby given that on the 17th
dav of Julv. 1909. in accordance with
Section 26, Irrigation Law of 1907. J, L.

and
daughter
spent Sunday at the Tym Charles
Mrs. Ida Hobic and
Mrs. Jed Yale and

Mrs. Sanson
ONE BETTER.

Electric Iron;

few-week-

Register.

First Publication July 29, 1900.
Last Publication Aug 26, 1909.
Notice for Publication.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
V. S. Land Office at Las Cruces, N. 11.
July 23, 10(.
No'lce is hereby given that Simeon
Kowden, of Alamogordo, N. M., who,

C.

Leslie

JOSE (UNZALES,

at Alamogordo, N.
M., on the 4th day of September, 1909.

First Publication August 26
Last Publication September 16.
Department of Terrl- torlal Engineer,

27, Wot.

U. S, Commissioner,

Mm.

Santa Fe, New Mexico, Aug.

Drew, who has been
s
in La Luz cation for the last
returned home last Thursday, slightly under the weather.
The cause of his illness was the
eating of canned meats.

at-

Legal Notices.

i

Hot Point Pacific

Farmers Flats'.
Four miles west of

Wj

Notice is hereby elven that David D.
Movie, of Alaniogotdo. N. M . who on
Dec. 84, 1906, made Homestead
Entry
o. ;,ooj (serial oioot.) for N'.hEU
?3,
NMSWi, Section 24.
Township 17 S.. liante 9 E . N M. P.
Meridian, has tiled notice of intcutloa
to make Final Five Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before F. J Bush, (J. S. Com
missioner, at Alamogordo, y m
tB,
ltb day of September, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
of Alamogordo, N. M.
Ueorge Davis,
of
do
John Furrey,
D. A. (.ates,
do
ol
of
Morris Morgan,
do
do
Joseph A. Morgan, ot

tendance will come next Sunday
and help the second period off
with a good start.

ooooocoooooooooo ooocoooooo

WELCOME FROM CLUB.

The News commends the ac
tion of the Business Men's Club
in throwing open the rooms of
club for the free use of strangers
The town is rapidly filling up
with new comers, and it right
that they should be looked after,
so the club has decided to open
its doors to them. Free stationery is provided ; also the daily
papers, magazines etc., are to
be found on file in the reading
room. Strangers are invited to
to make the rooms their headquarters, and are assured of a
a welcome by the club.

Presbyterian Church.
Sunday school 10 a. m.
Preaching at 11 a. ni. and 7:30

School Notes.

First Pub. Aug. 12; last Pub. Sept. 8.
Notice for Publication.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
U. S. Land Ofllc at Las Cruce, N. M
August 10. 1909.
Notice I" herebv crlven that Charles
Vesper, of Newman. N. M., who. on Sep-in her 3. 1007. made Desert Land En
try No. 1502 (Serial 0536) for a tract of
unsurvnyed land embracing an arcaofto
acres, described as follows:
l.'..nning
at a point North 10560 feet, and But
21120 feet from S. E corner of Township
25 8.. Ranee S East; thence rnnnlDr
West 1320 feet: thence South 1320 feel;
hence East 1320 feet; thence North 13
feet to the place of beginning, bas
tiled notice of intention to make Final
Proof, to establish claim
commutation
to tbe land above described, before Joba
M. lío man. Probate Clerk, at A atine

Torres, of Alamogordo. County of Otero.
Territory of New Mexico, made appllca
tion to the 'Territorial Engineer of New
Mexico for a permit to appropriate from
the Public Waters of the Territory of
New Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made from
Preston and Kurro canons at points N
W. x N. E in Section 14, T. is S. R. 10
S. E.
E and S. V.
Section 34 T. 14
S K 10 E.. hy means of diversion
normal flow 76
sec. ft flood water and
15 cu. ft. per sec. and is to be conveved
to Sees. 3 and 10 T. 15 S R. 10 E. by
means of ditches, etc.. and there used
for irrigation of 640 acres.
All persons who may oppose the grant
lug of the above apilicatlon must file
their objections, substantiated by afli
davits (properly backed), with the the
1 erritortal Engineer no or before four gordo, N. M., on thej 15th day of iiotober
week from date of last buhlication hereof1 IMW,
Claimant names as witnesses:
VERNON L SULLIVAN,
Territorial Engineer. Henry L. Newman, Jr ,of Newman, N
do
Molino, of
do
Klrsi Puhbllcatlon August 26.
do
lose Mar, in. io. of
do
Frank P. lllalr. of Oroerande. N. M.
Last Publication September 23.
JOSE GONZALES.

Notice For Publication.
DEPAKTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
17. 8. Land
Ollice at Las Cruces. N. M
Attguat is. 19119
Notice is hereby glvtn that Is a: W
Anderíon, of Tularosa, N. M.. who. on
ileceiuber24 1900, inado Homestead En
try No. 5036 serial 020051. (or WUSKW
and
Section 18. Township 14
8., Bange 10 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
Died notice of intention to make h'lna
Commutation Proof, to establish claim
to tbe land above described, before Al
freduE. Ooakea, United States Com m la
sloner, 'l'ylarosa, N. H., on the 4th dav

Reglat

First Pub. Aug.

12;

last Pub. Sept.i.

Notice for Pnblicatlon.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
D. s Land Oflice at Las Onices, N. M.
August 10, IMS.
Notice Is heieby riven that Mary
Collins, of Newman, N. II., who, on Sep
tember 3, 1007. made Desert Land Kntry No. 1501 (Serial 0537) for a tract of
unaurveyed land embracing an era of v
acres, deaerfbod aa follows: Beginning at
a point distant North 8580 feet, and Bait
ui wwboi, ian.
6600 feet from the 8. E. Corner of TownClaimant name aa witnesses:
ship 25 S ; Range
E.; running thence
.letrnrson J.Sanders, ol Tularoaa, N. M
North 1320 feet; tenea Bast 1320 feet;
minam h. uook, ot
do
thence South 1380 feet; thence West 13
William F. Messman, of
do
leet to the place of beglnlng, bas otes
Oscar Derbyshire, of
do
notice of Intention to make Final Proof,
George W. Maiwell, of
do
to establish claim to the land above desJOSS (ONZAl.Es,
cribed, before John M. Bowman, Proea
,
Register bate Clerk, at Alamogordo, N.
the isth day of October, 190.
Claimant names as witnesses:
HenryfL. Newman, Jr. , of Newman,
Francisco Molino, of
do
Jote Miranda, of
do
Frank P. Blair, ot Orogrande, .

ESv.

M--

The Alcaiar Motion Picture Show

Where To Bay
CHILDREN

WHO ARE SICKLY

who Talae their own comfort and
the welfare of their children, should never be
without a box of Mother Grav'a Sweat Powdera
for Children, for aae throughout the season.
They Break op Colda, Care Feveriahneae,
Teathlnf Disorders, Headache and
Stomach Troablea. THESE POWDERS
NEVER PAIL. Sold by all Drag Storea. 25c.
Doa t
mr mOtmrnm. A trial package will be
aent KHEE to any mother who will addreaa
Allen S. Olmsted, LeKor, N. Y.
Mothers

It.

The News is n sale in Ala
mogordo at
airen Bros.'
durg store, i e 5 cents a
copy.
Oloudcroft peo, e will find
The News on sale . Bailey's

Pharmacy.

We axe showing

Proprietor,,

pictures which are both
and amusing. One boor's good show.
One illustrated song, sang by Mrs. Taggart. the best
singer in the southwest.
first-cla-

A. E. ANDREWS

REALTY

CO.

ss

-

Admission to all 10 Cents.

REAL ESTATE

Sacramento Talle Landa, Monaf to
loan, A tamofordo Property.
rafeara Ui.
RiN it 1N St.,
wt,

m

The Newt i the popular paper. Send
It to your friends bach eaat

ocAL-iTEMs-l

BOWSER US GARDENER

In IU1U 10,000 Boost.
in 1910, Boost.

1(1,1X10

cars before 1910.
It will be your turn next.
Tom Charles wants Jersey
heifer calves.
Work wanted of any kind by
by Mrs. Holland, room 1 Summit
Kief trie

Bouse. Alamogordo.
Rev. J. M. Armstrong, of

Tul-smsi-

i.

Things He Planted Have
Time of It

a Hard

!

5

nd boUyborki He planted wa- and rantaloape averia, aad be
for ullinaaai annaalHia
The
datan line were boosted up. and the
cook was told that If abe aa much aa
pot her foot on one of those beds

last

via

sure.
of all. he went about the yard

HAPPENED

TO

sa

im-

portant business.
Mr?. J. J. Murray, wife of the
manager of fhe Orogrande Smelter, was in town yesterday shopping, and purchased quite a bill
at Oliver's.
Beef is getting in prime condition now, so says Fribly, the
butcher.
Prof es sol George
will have
charge of the
examinations
during the absence of Mr.Simms.

Iffor

planting, anrtbltt
hut I am
uot to lie caiuiht that way a.tralu."
itm our back yam docs not cej, sun
'.mihubíi," protested Mrs. Bowser, "aa i
you kn vr the soil Is full of brickbat
mid tnortar. I don't Uclieve you will
V
malt nnythiui; crow there."
'3nl I will show you to the contrary-met a gardener loday who save me a
few valuable tips. I'll have a garden
I us
year to delight the heart. I uot
"illy need the exercise, hut I have
llred of baying wilted vegetables at
the ífroeery. I want my fresh rudishe,
lettuce and tomatoes with the dew ou
them. I want things to look homelike
around me. We are penned up here
like ii lot of savages, with uo sentiment
to appeal to us. and sometimes 1 feel I

Mitchell Majors and sister,
Mies. Eudora, and Miss. Olive
Thomas have gone to visit at
Harper's nmeh at Three Rivers,
G. J. Wolfinger has the latest
mvclues in Barrettes, Sidfe and
Back Combs, Hair pins.
Do you want the "Booslet Dollar?" Send in your "Boostlet"
to the Booster Department of
The Alamogordo News, and you
have a chance at it.
Don't miss the Wash Fabric
Window Display and Sale at
6. J. Wolfinger's.
Bargains in Children's Sandals
nd Oxfords, atG. J. Wolfinger's.
J. V. Latham came down from
High Rolls yesterday on business.
Jack Keeble returned to El
Paso this week after having spent
sometime in this city.
M. H. Fisher was in town a
few days this week. He is enthusi TOLD THAT IP SHE AS MICH AS PUT HICK
FOOT ON ONE OP THOSE BEDS HKK DOOM
astic about the developement of
WAS BUBS.
High Rolls, the building of
I want
am returning to barbarism.
which means so much to us.
flowers and vegetablta.
I want to
Mrs. G. 0. Scipio returned seem a part of them. I want my tenfrom a uisit of two months to St. derness and goodness to come back."
Louis.

Nina Scipio has gone to
Harper's ranch, at Three Rivers,
to attend a hous party.
G. F. Rousseau was up in the
hills Saturday and Snnday on a
Miss.

visit where his
the 6ii nimer.

Miss.

wife is spending

Ethel Jacobson returned

from High Rolls Tuesday, where
he has been visiting friends.

Bailey, the druggist, was
from Cloudcroft Tuesday.
thip't. Simius was called to
Three Rivers, today on account
I
of the serious illness of hislsister.
Charles Beaslev. the famous
chicken fancier from Mountain
Park was seen on our streets to
Mr.
down

day.

COXTRACT AWARDED
0. D.

Wnrnock for Public School

Building.
0. 1). Varnock was awarded
the contract for the new school
building. The bids are as follows.
O.D. Warnock,

$11,179

C.

Kreamea.
12.920
I J- J. Hai
r, El Paso,
$14,087
Work on the school building
8
commenced this morning.
na will be pushed from now to
the time the buildine is finished.
Much satisfaction has been ex- Pressed over the
that the
-

fat

ontract was awaded to Mr.War- as it is well known that he
l conscientiousin the work.
uinat When thn hnilrlinff in
ompleted that r.fiarn will Ha no

I?,

-

puse tor compUint.
a.,
I Ihp
uiimug is ,.rno ueIPieted
t-

i- -i

hv t.i.a iKfi,
fflMr Warnock

lWB

t.- hut.

com

ri

assured

k.
The

fkA DUUUVIUC
:i: uuo
i
Will
.ho

wy tor occupancy by

that time

-- Reputation

Did Not Discourage Him.
Mrs. Bowser didn't encourage or discourage. She knew that" Mr. Bowser
would lie opposed by cats and Iwys

and tramps and thunderstorms and
late frosts, but at the same time she
hoped that Providence might be on his
aide.
As soon as the frost was out of the
ground Mr. Bowser bought a spade and

began work.
He struck brickbats. He struck cobblestones. He struck clothespins and
clothes props. He struck wire clothes
lines that had mysteriously disappeared years ago and had never been heard
of since.
Boys cheered blm from back windows and threw old boots at blm.
Cats walked the fence on all sides of
the yard and made stenographic notes
of the proceedings. Tramps came
along the alley and stopped at the gate
to ask him If he had murdered his wife
and was preparing a grave.
And it snowed, and it hailed, and It
rained, and there were thunderstorms.
He got wet. and he was covered with
mud, and he blistered bis hands, but
be hung to his job. He bad set out to
make a garden, and nothing could
daunt him. On twenty different occasions while he was making the flower
and vegetable lieds Mrs. Bowser
him to give up the work, but he
invariably struck his left palm with
his right fist and replied:
"Give up nothing! Mrs. Bowser, you
don't know me yet. I am a determined
man. I said I would make a garden,
and a garden I will make though the
heavens fall."
Mr. Bowser bought a shovel, a rake
and a hoe. He bought a load of rich
soil from n farmer to mingle with bis
brickbats. He bought guano from the
florist He bought compost from the
livery atable. There were two hours'
work for hint every evening after dinner. Befan the month, of April bad
ended his back began to hump and his
shoulders to lop, and he grew hollow
eyed, and his voice was hoarse, but
when Mrs. Bowser begged him to give
It up and go fishing he replied:
"So fishing for fish. I have set out
to accomplish something, and I'll accomplish It or die In my tracks."
He sowed lettuce and radish seeds.
He sowed onion seed and bought tomato sprouts. He provided for Bumn- -

For Reliability.

In soliciting your prescription business we refer yon to the
Medical Profession aa to our reliability.
They know. It's
their doty to know. And it's to your interest to know.
fill

your prescriptions.

Warren Bros., Druggists.

cows and who had bogs and hens to
dispose of, but he turned them away.
Parties wanted to sell blm automobiles
and balloons, but be shook his head and
planted more sunflower seeds. He was
offered stock In oil wells and copper
mines at ridiculously low figures, but
he waved them aside. Members of the
Gay Old Boys' club called to ask blm
to deliver an address, but the address
he delivered made their hair stand up.
It was only when the month of May
was ten days old that Mr. Bowser finished ids work and waited for results.
He had done bis share, and now nature
must do the rest. There came frosts
and thunder showers. Boys Invaded
the yard and galloped over the beds.
Dogs got in and dug for bones, and
cats scratched up the soil iu search of
treasure, lint he was not discouraged.
It was when he began to call out In
bis sleep nightly and talk about flywers
and vegeta Ides that Mrs. Bowser felt
that she ought to call the doctor In.
He was sent for. He declared that Mr.
Bowser had lost fifty pounds of flesh
in six weeks and that If he did not
cease working he would not be long
for this world. He found one shoulder
lopped down four Inches and one leg
contracted six. and he estimated that
the spine was six inches out of plumb.
He said all this and mncb more, and
Mr. Bowser listened In grim silence
and then answered:
Doctor, I'll have a garden If I have
to walk around In it after I'm dead."
Orean Shoot Appear.
One evening In the latter days of
May there were some green shoots to
be observed on one of the beds. Mrs.
Bowser and the cook were brought ont
to view them, and Mr. Bowser turned
his head away to conceal his tears.
The garden was coming on. Nature
was reaching out her band for a shake.
That night he got out of bed five different times to go to the back window
and see that the green shoots were all
right, and In ids sleep he called out
that he would murder the human hyena who dared to rob him of them.
Alas, when morning came those green
shoots were no more! Two or three
dogs in search of prime beef boues
liad entered the yard between times
and dug and scratched and pawed until nothing was left. Mrs. Bowser
looked for an outbreak, but uone followed. Mr. Bowser's face simply took
on a new grimuess, and be made and
replanted the beds.
A week later there were other green
things showing up all over the garden.
A warm rain had popped everything
out of the ground like rapid transit.
That evening Mr. Bowser smiled and
laughed for the first time in many
days. He had fought the fight and felt
that he had won. He could even identify the hollyhocks from the sunflowers. He went to bed like a man who
has done a good deed and sees his
reword in view, and the cook made up
her mind that if he was a paranoiac he
was not dangerous.
Garden Was Ruined.
That night came a thundersbower,
but Mr. Bowser slept and recked not.
The thunderbolts spared his garden,
but still when he arose In the morning
he looked upon a scene of devastation.
A prowling dog had discovered a cat
In the alley at midnight and run ber
into the Bowser garden and across
and around It. Other cats had come
to her assistance: other dogs bad
mixed in. Amid the flashes and the
reverberations a great battle bad been
fought. No matter which side won, all
had escaped with their lives. It was
the garden that had been ground between two millstones. Not a green
thing' remained. Sunflowers, hollyhocks, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers-- all
bad been squashed. to squash and
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Nash Fabrics.

On The

Career

4
secured from th

patronizing The News' job
We make a specialty
of work in this line and have
a shop equipped for the production of the better kind of
Printing.
office.

Make Your Final Proofs Before

erican Printing Co., the privilege of
tne exclusive window Display of their
ü'all Wash Fabrics for Alamogordo.
This sale affords an unusual ODnortu- nity of buying the advance patterns of
these beautiful and serviceable Wash
Fabrics at very reasonable prices.
As we anticipate quick sales of these
goods, we suggest early buying for the
most desirable selections; although all
the patterns are desirable.
Call and see this display, even though
you are not wishing to buy. It will be
well worth your while.

United

Alamogordo. N. M.

i

Office

NO.

gHERRY

It.

QUAD.

The liner was rolUng frightfully.
"Jack." moaned the pale green but
still lovely bride, "promise me you will
semi my remains to the old borne for
burial."'
He promised. The motion grew gradually worse.
"Jack," she moaned again.

"WelLdearr
"Ton needn't bother about my remains. There won't be any." New
Fork Press.

First National Bank Bnildiae.

H. MAJOR,

Physician and Surgeon
as

Hosoital Phfin.H

83.

ALAMOGORDO.

)R.

J. R. GILBERT,
Physician and Surgeon,
Phone U. Alamogordo. N. M.

Robert Newton Woodwortb
Mai tatlaeer
Examinations and reports.
References exchanged.

aWl 371.
There to an elderly business man of
Cleveland of whom friends tell a story
amusingly Illustrating his excessively
W. MILLER.
methodical manner of conducting both
his business and bis domestic affairs.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
The Clevelander married a young woTelephone No. 20.
man living in a town not far away. On
the evening of the ceremony the prospective bridegroom, betug detained by
J NO. W. TOMPSON,
an unexpected and important matter
of business, missed the train he had inLawyer.
tended to take in order that be mfgbt
Practice in all courts and government
Departments.
reach the abode of bis bride at 7
o'clock, the hour set for the wedding.
Offices. Suite 3 aad 4 First National Bank
Building. Alamogordo.
True to his instincts, the careful Clevelander immediately repaired to the telegraph office, from which to dispatch a
R. J. G. HOLMES.
message to the lady. It read: "Don't
marry till I come.
Howard." HarPhysician.
per's Weekly.'
Office orer Holland's Drug Store.

O

D

JR. M.

Osteopathic Physician.
Alamogordo, New Mexico.

H. GUDGER,

R.

Dentist.

D R.

K. R.

Office

over First National

JARVIS,

Deit
Phone

ALAMOGORDO,

1

Tei)tb St.

a

1

and will make (he season at the barns of the
Terms:
Alamogordo Improvement Company.
190 to insure ; (10 cash and 10 in 6 months.

CHAS. Ii.
WEST.
(Successor tp
I. Miles)
W.

Conducted in sr.rtrrl a.niA mit.U
the sanitary laws of the State oi
texas. ine best equipped restaurant in the Southwest. TTkbH.
quarters for stockmen and min
ing men.

HI

Sir,

Safe
eyor.

UH AS. ZEIGER.P1310.

BARRINGER'S

P. 0. Box 317
H

PASO, TEXAS.

(Eropean plan)
Rooms 78c 91 asid $1.80

General Dray and Transfer Use
m.

Phone 134

Hotel Zeiger

log according to latest methods."
Goods guaranteed not to shrink.
Ladles' Goods a specialty . . .
Mi CtfM tar as. Mitrst
ttm 117.

Alamogordo,

Menger
Agerjt

Custom Tailoring In latest styles.
Choice Patterns always In stock.
French Dry Cleaning and

Office Phone IBS

N. M.

Insurance Policy

I. Jerzykowskl
Merchant Tailor

2

Bank.

Protect Your Life
and Property with an

A. F.

177--

a

71.

mmmmmmmmM

Hone Pkone

D. D. S.

Prepared to do porcelain crown and
bridge work, porcelain inlays; also
gold inlays.
OFFICE OVER WARREN'S DRUG STORE.
Rooms F, G and H.
Phone 77.

A

I The News.

10NE HULETT,

On Tenth St. Opposite the Court House.

TOWNSHIP PLAT showing
the location of your home, and
your neighbors and all the
roads. A great convenience and
pleasure. Price $1.00, or FREE with
a year's subscription The News.
Plat applies to any township in the
county.

ASSOCIATION

N. M.

OSiiee. Upstairs in tbe Gilbert BnildlBa.

Just What
You Want

BREEDING

Law

QEORGE C. BRYAN,

sammmmmfflmmmmwwmmfm

Foaled Hay 14,
PercheronStallion, black with star.
1905; bred and owned by A. J. Dodson, Norml,T
111. This splendid bone is now the property of the

at

Rooms 9 aad 10,
First National Bank Baildinf.

Reliable Store."

tramil(?d into the mud to be seen never
again. Mr. Bowser looked from a back
window and turned away. Mrs. Bowser patted him softly on the back, and
be lay down ou the lounge and closed
his eyee. He was a walloped man.

SHERRY,

Attemey at Law.

G. J. Wolfinger.
Old

Office

Oma: Upstaini

I H.

Y

"The

&

Attoraeys

"Wash Fabrics thatare Washable" h

46328

PERGHERON

Just Eaat of The News
with J. Q. Grant.

Res. Pkone
t

BUSH,
J.
States Commissioner

F.

Am.

Quinliven Block.

ALAMOGORDO

The moat valuable asset in any Drug Store.

Let ns

Play and Sale of

store has
This
1

PBINTIH0

Land men, anJ others who
desire the highest grade of
work on their booklets, catalogues, etc., will find they can
secure soch work at home by

mnaow uis- -

Copyright.

pack-ng-

to-da-

w

bah

.

THEM.

Itm. by Homer Bpracue.
000 of them In his garden, and aa be
visited the family of Rev. The first rohin
had scarcely made Its walked among them at eventide with
W. V. Teer last Saturday.
in
ipp!rnuce
the last days of Man
his banda behind his back be would be
See the ad of the Holmes when Mr. Bowser returned home from at peace with all mankind.
Cleaning and Dyeing Works. the office one eveninc Mffaaj a
Refused to Buy.
under his nrm. When (uestiuued
"No place like Holmes."
During the month of spading, shovelaa to its contents lie replied:
ing, hoeing, raking and sowing and
The News has quite a number
"I have Dtn investing in garden planting Mr. Bowser was called on by
of new ads this week.
etK Last sprlBf I waited too Ions men who wanted to sell blm new milk

Mrs. George W. Young, of
was in town y
on

i
rrxciusive

planting sunflower aeed wherever there
was a vacant spot. The sunflower particularly appealed to blm. It waa an
Kemblem of innocence.
It had no guile
Thar Ar. No Flow.rs or Vegsublss, about It. It waa Ingenuous and frank.
but a Good Crop of Almoot Every- It turned Its honest face to the sun evthing EIm Poor Man la Haartbrokan ery morning and waa not afraid of an
Investigation. Mr. Bowser would have
Ovar the Affair.
WHAT

FINE BOOKLET

Feed & Ltvery stafile
'

Fine damping Ground
under cover. .

Land and Irrigation Ditch sor Good Horses, Good Rifts.
eying a specialty. Maps and
Good Service
Bine Prints made to order.
Pennsylvania Ave., Alamogordo.

The

FINE MEMORIAL TO CHAMPLAIN

Exceptional
Equipment

Fig Pvrip To. and tha
of the rdif.-imiii mm
have
attainments ol its s
rendered possible the prwluclion of Syntp
of I igi and IHixir of Senna, in all of it
cell- - nee. l.y obtaining the pure meilic-ina- l
principles of plants known to act most
beneficially and combining thcra most
skillfully, in the richt proportions, with
and refreshing Syrup of
its
California l'igs.
As there is only one genuine Syrup of
figs and Elixir of Senna and as the genby an original
uine is manufactured
method known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, it is always necessary to buy the
genuine to get its beneGcial effects.
A knowledge of the above facts enables
one to decline imitations or to return them
if, upon viewing the package, the full name
of the California Fig Syrup Co. is not found
printed on the front thereof.

Lighthouse, Muaeum and Statue Will
Be Erected as Tributa te Great
Discoverer.

..

ekp haatai

EXPRESSIVE

REPLY

the

apart.

world

ill. s
that amber
drops confine.
dear l.ope beata Us
pinions tine.
my
within
Entombed
heart.

.Ike
One

Ami what

Is this. In amber done?
Tills hope incarcerate?
That 1 may live to see
my son.
My all of life: my dearest
one.
to man's
Full grown
estate.
Ah. not for nothing mother pride
Of sons in Israel.
My short span is an aeon wide,

and I with
A man

glorified,

God-hea- d

I made and well.

A Good

"Servant

the House."

In

molasses.
Molasses
Perhaps the master of Dotheboys Hall
plain,

every-da-

responsible for our prejudice
against "treacle." but we must remember that "treacle" and molasses
are not the same.
The dictionary defines treacle as "a
medicinal compound formerly used as
a cure for poison," and later, says it is
"a viscid syrup from the
is

Freddie Your father told me that
I was the black sheep o the family.
Gertrude What did you Eay?
Freddie Bah!
SEEMED APPROPRIATE

sugar-refiner'- s

molds."

But our old stand-by- ,
mo!asse3, has
this difference, that It drains from the
sugar during manufacture rather than
refining. So, in deference to our hatred of Mr. Squeers, let us concede
the difference.
What would the country have done,
during war time, without molasses?
Sugar was prohibitive in price, And,
Indeed, many dishes are the better
for its use apples, for Instance,' and
many of the dark cakes. Added to
the fried sweet potatoes, it gives a delicious flavor. For a cough, boil together equal parts of molasses and
vinegar and add a few drops of lemon juice.

TO HER

Wife of Sick Man Thought She Had

Reason for Appealing to
motive Works.

Loco-

One day last winter a feeble Irish
woman called upon us for aid., The
case sounded urgent, so I went with
her at once. Everything was Just as
she had stated. Her husband wag
very ill, she was too old and feeble

to work, their children were dead,
there was no fire and their only food
was bread which their neighbors, almost as poor as they, had given them.
I asked her why she had not come to
us before and she replied that she
had appealed to the church and to
everal individuals without success.
"Thin," she went on, "Oi wint to th"
big place 'round the strate." The only
"big place" near was a plant for the
manufacture of steam engines, and I
wondered.
"But what made you go to the locomotive works?" I asked.
"Well, ma'am, shure an' ain't ma
old man got locomotive taxes?" New
York Telegram.

Corn-CoMolasses.
Boil half a dozen clean corn-cob- s
in
a gallon of water for half an hour.
Cool and strain. Then add 25 cents
worth of brown sugar and boil until
thick. Do not stir. This sounds funny, but it Is well worth the experi-

ment.

Black Pudding.
This is made like an ordinary
steamed pudding, with the addition of
molasses to color it. Raisins or blackberries may be put in, too. Eat with
hard sauce butter and sugar flavored
with vanilla and beaten to a cream.

Who He Belonged To.
A matron of tha most determined
character was encountered by a young
woman reporter on a country paper,
who was sent out to interview leading citizens as to their politics. "May
I see Mr.
?" she a.sked of a stern-lookin- g
woman who opened the door
at one house. "No, you cfn't," an-

"POOR

MOTHER."

Y

FAMILY says I work
too hard,
The neighbors say the
same;
And John declares when
I'm worn out.
I've but myself to blame.

swered the matron, decisively. "But
I want to know what party he belongs
to," pleaded the girl. The woman
drew up her tall figure. "Well, take
a good look at me," she said, "I'm the
jarty he belongs to!"

"N'ow,

mother, take things
easy,
Don't worry about dirt."
Then walks off, leaving on
the floor,
His cast-of- f
socks and

shirt.

Hard to Handle.
"How are you going to keep complaints from arising among consumers?"
"I don't know," answered Mr. Dustln
Otax. "Consumers are mighty troublesome. Sometimes I think they take
advantage of the fact that we can't
get along without 'em in our business."

My daughter

a bit.
"And try

hearty."

begs I'll

to

eat

rest
more

Then lets me wash and Iron her dress
To wear to Sally's party.
My friends declare I strive too hard,
And I am too ambitious.
Then stay to tea. r.nd grieve because
I wash "so many dishes."

In short, they're all advising me
That I Rhonlrl rost ;m,l .hub
Perhaps if they would talk less, they
v,uuiu neip more witn tne work.

Correction.
"Her card club has quit playing lor
the season."
"You mean scrapping, don't youf
A

"Sally Lunn."

A good many years ago. In Bath,
England, there wag a little old woman

who carried about
and sold
them from house to house. They were
good, and soon Sally Lunn, for that
was her name, could sell more tea
cakes than she had time to make. So
she started a shop in Lilliput Alley,
and very soon she was doing a flour
ishing business, and her name became
a byword for everything good in the
bakery line. Then she and her part
ner, a certain Mr. Palmer, began ma
king a specialty of those particular
and soon everybody in Eng
land, and everywhere else, was making them by her famous recipe. It
read like this:
"Make a batter of a teaspoon salt,
a quart of flour, a half cup of sugar,
a pint sweet milk and one small cup
of yeast. Set to rise for two hours;
when light add a half cup melted butter and four eggs."
The simpler, modern recipe requires
less time and no "raising." Mix a
quart of flour with a teaspoon baking
powder; a cup milk, a half cup melted
butter, four beaten eggs and a spoon
salt Mix all together, stirring In the
flour last. Make the dough vary soft
and bake in patty pans.
s

"Good"
at Breakfast, Lunch

or Supper
Delicious

Post
A new dainty of pearly white
corn, by the makers of Postum
and Grape-Nut- s.

Toasties

are fully cooked,
rolled into thin wafers and
toasted a crisp, golden-brown.

Ready to eat direct from the
An Appetizing Lunch.
box with cream or good milk.
A tasty snack Is made by serving
The exquisite flavour and crisp with a cup of tea, a sandwich made of
tenderness delights the most buttered bread on which Is sprinkled
chopped lettuce or parsley plentifully
fastidious epicure or invalid.

seasoned with extract of beef made
rich and thick so that it will
"spread."

'The Taste Lingers

Onion Sauce.

Popular pkg. ioc.
Large Family size 15c
Sold by Grocers.

i

In making this it is far better to
use only the juice of the onion. Add
this to a thick cream of milk, butter
and flour. A bit of grated cheese Is

an improvement, especially with

YEARS FROM NOW

WISH sme one would tell
me;
Will somebody please explain
Why we've dry weather
for the corn.
And for a picnic, rain?
What difference, why or
how? One hundred
years from- - now?

In this eoul oí

mine.
lllil frura

iWmI

ONE HUNDRED

IN AMBER.

THE HOPE

Perhaps you'd also tell me
why
My cake is never, bad.
Unless we've company for
tea.
And then It's sour and
sad?
And when the weather
'
turns quite hot,
We've not a bit of ice.
Then, when wo order ilfty pounds,
It turns cold. In a trice?
A century from now, 'twill be the same,
I trow.

Albany, N. T. At a recent meeting
Lake t'hamplaln
of the New York
Tercentenary commission held here,
action was taken regarding tba erection of a permanent and fitting memorial to Samuel de Cbamplaln, whose
discovery in July, 1609, of the beautiful lake which bears his name is to

be appropriately observed this summer with a great celebration extendof
ing throughout the entire week
July 4.
The memorial will take the form of
a lighthouse, and a design which has
been prepared has been submitted to
Gov. Hughes and some of the members of the commission, though no ofThis
ficial action has been taken.
plan provides for the erection of a

Indeed, these playful tricks of Fate,
O'ertake us all, or soon or late.
But. big or little, joy or grief.
Remember, friends, this life is brief:
Where'll be the difference, one hundred
years from hence?
Domestic Service in Germany.
The servant question in Germany
Is practically
a solved problem.
There, two maids can be had for the
absurd price of ten or twelve dollars
a month, and, inasmuch as they do
twice as much work as any two servants elsewhere in the world, it Is
readily seen that the ladies in Germany can have leisure if they want it.
In this service is included the
as well as the washing, and
there is less danger of being left in
the lurch since the police can compel them to stay with you the time
for they contracted. Each maid must
register at tho nearest police station
when taking a place, and tho authorities keop them under surveillance,
and arbitrate in case of dispute. She
must give a two weeks' warning before leaving, her room is inspected to
see that she keeps it in proper condition, and a mistress may refuse a
written "character" if the maid does
not give satisfaction.
Under this regime, which sounds
like Utopian arrangement to an American housekeeper, it is no wonder that
the domestic affairs of the kaiser's
subjects run smoothly.

the

Wadding.

The other day, at the Shawn
county Court Hoaaw, Probate Ju ig
Bcboch waa about to marry a yountj
coup!. Ha pronounced tha prelim-Inarwords and told them to join
banda, and started on th ceremony.
"Hey, there! Hold op a minute!
Walt, I aay!" This aeries of startling
exclamations came from the door
The groom waa horrified the arid
badly scared.
"Just a mínate. I want to give you
each an apple before yon are marrie,) -said the man who had made the noise.
Wifey I see by this paper that a
And In he calmly walked and handei
man in America sold bis wife for a each of them a Grlmea Golden.
shilling.
It was one man's idea of a Joke.
Hubby Well, If she was a good Kansas City Journal.
one she was worth it
Doomed to Torment.
AGONIZING
ITCHING.,
Mr. P. C. Keever, Aberdeen, Miss,
writes:
Eczema for a Year Got No Relief
"For years I suffered from a form
Evan at Skin Hospital In Despair
of eczema which made life a burden.
I thought I was doomed to perpetual
Until Cutlcura Cured Him.
torment here below, but your Hunt's
Cure restored me. One box did the
"I was troubled with a severe itch- work, and the trouble has never reing and dry, scrufy skin on my ankles, turned. Many, many thanks."
feet, arms and scalp. Scratching made
Hunt's Cure is guaranteed. Price 50c.
it worse. Thousands of small red pimDodging Responsibility.
ples formed and these caused intense
"Why should a man pay rent when
itching. I was advised to go to the
hospital for diseases of the skin. I did he can own his own homer said th
-,
ao, the chief surgeon saying: "i never thrifty citizen.
saw such a bad case of eczema." But I
"I don't know," answered Mr. Meek-tongot little or no relief. Then I tried many
"unless it's because you'd rather
remedies, but I became so have your wife speak her mind to the
bad that I almost gave up in despair. landloard than to you when the place
After suffering agonies for twelve gets run down."
months, I was relieved of the almost
unbearable itching after two or three
8tuck.
applications of Cuticura Ointment. I
Gunner Why In the world do the
continued its use, combined with Cuti- fellows around this club allude to old
cura Soap and Pills, and I was com- Foggman as "Mr. Automobile?" He's
Henry Searle, Little not swift. Is he?
pletely cured.
Guyer Just the opposite. It's a e
Rock, Ark., Oct. 8 and 10, 1907."
way of calling him old "Stick in
Pottor Drag a Cbera. Corp., Solo Propt, Boston.
the Mud.' "
A Test of Friendship.
Among the Fighters.
Just before Artemus Ward's death
"Has your pugilistic rival a longer
Robertson poured out some medicine
and offered it to the sick man, who reach than youra?"
"I don't know about the reach, but
said: "My dear Tom, I won't take
my vocabulary contains the longest
any more of that horrible stuff."
Robertson urged him to swallow the words."
mixture, saying: "Do, now there's a
dear fellow for my sake. You know VELI.OW CLOTHES ARE UNSIGHTLY.
Keep them white with Red Cross Ball Illue.
I would do anything for you."
All grocers sell large 2 oz. package, 5 cuius.
"Would you?" said Ward, feebly,
grasping his friend's hand for the last
When a woman doesn't have her
time.
say it is because she Is dumb.
"I would Indeed," said Robertson.
"Then you take it!"
Lewis' Single Binder straight
Many
Ward passpd away a few hours aftprefer them to 10c cigars.
erwardRecollections of the BanPride sometimes has to go before
crofts.
people fall in love.
No Butler for Pneuritch.
"We'll have to get a butler, you
know," said Mrs. Pneuritch.
"What for?" asked Mr. Pneuritch.
"Well, to look after the wine cellar,
,

.

plain-sewin-

InteTTvpeal

WOMAN'S WORTH.

po-lit-

Proposed

Memorial to Discoverer of
Lake Champlaln.

lighthouse, a museum and an herole
size statue of Champlain at a cost

es-

timated roughly at $50,000.
Though several sites have been proposed, that most discussed is a point
on the northwest shore of Isle La
Motte, where the United States government now maintains a small lighthouse on a reservation of about an
acre. This site, which is in the state
of Vermont, close to the boundary line
between that state and New York, is
very near the site of historic old
Fort Ste. Anne and the famous shrine
of Ste. Anne, to which pilgrimages
are made annually. Advocates of this
location for tho memorial contend
that it is the proper place by reason
of the fact that Isle La Motte is said
to have been the first camping place
WHERE APPETITES GROW.
of Champlain after entering the lake
and"
with the war party of Algonquins and
".Not much, Priscilla! I'm capable of
H INVALID, a
Hurons
whom
with
was
proceeding
he
looking after the booze myself."
who took no
against the Iroquois.
sup nor bite.
"A butler lends dignity to an estabComplaining said: "Where,
lishment, too."
doctor, can I find an
"Well, when I get so hard up for
appetite?"
"BOUDOIR SHADOW"
CLOCK.
difnlty that I have to borrow It from
lie answered with a homily, as only doctors
a butler, I'll quit and go back to the
Novel Timepiece, Only Second of Its
dare.
retail grocery business. You manage
"If you would get an apKind, to Be Presented to Wife
the hired girls, Priscilla, and I'll atpetite, go In the open
of
air!
tend to running the man part of this
shebang."
"You'll find one on your
New York. R. B. Smith, inventor of
To Lydia
shady lawn, beneath
Pinkham's
the "Boudoir Shadow" timepiece, is
Lack Means to Fight Tuberculosis.
that sycamore.
making
a
on
novel clock for the wife of
Another
tho pike that
Homer Folks of New Yorkj city re- Vegetable Compound
leads out to the
former President Roosevelt, which he cently stated before the National asso-store.
will present to the latter on his return
Rockland, Maine. "I was troubled
ciation for the Study and Prevention
plenty in the
There's
for a long time with pains in my back
from the African trip. The clock will of Tuberculosis that there
meadow where the brook meanders
are in the and side, and
waa miserable in every
be the second of its kind in existence. United States at the present
slow.
time
way. I doctored
Why, if you weed the garden-bed- ,
an It is to be finely fashioned and the
cases
of
In
tuberculosis
advanced
appetite will grow.
until I was dismetal work plated twenty-twcarat stages of the disease, every one of
couraged,
and
"It flourishes In garden spots and In the gold. The clock is made with two whom should be Isolated in hospitals,
thought I should
desert, too.
dials, one for day use and one for but there are at the present
welL
never
get
I
time not
There's appetite in clouds at noon, and night use. The night
dial is trans- - anything like enough hospital beds for
read a testimonial
in the morning dew.
about Lydia E.
these cases In the country.
In short, this lesson you must learn, for
Pinkham's Vejeta-bl- e
health's sake, don't forget it.
There's nppetite In plenty if you'll go
Compound; and
The Only Way.
and get it:
thought I would
"We all make blunders. I thought
g
try it After
once I was a square peg when I was
Hints on Salad Dressings.
three bottles I
really a round one."
First of all, let the woman who is
waa cored, and
particular have a dropper for the oil.
"How did you find out your misnever felt so well
in all my life. I recommend Lydia E.
Its use does away with all danger of
take?"
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to all
curdling. But when a dropper is not
"I got into a hole!"
my friends." Mrs. Will Yoxrsa,
at hand, and the curdling begins, it
Columbia Avenue, Rockland, Me.
may be averted, and the original
PRE8SED HARD
Backache Is a symptom of femáis
Coffee's Weight on Old Age.
smoothness restored, by adding to the
weakness or derangement If yoa
mixture the unbeaten white of an
have backache, don't neglect,
To
egg.
When prominent men realize the In- get permanent relief you mustitreach
jurious effects of coffee and the change the root of the trouble. Nothing we
Sweet Cream Dressing. This
Is
especially good for cold slaw. Rub the
in health that Postum can bring, they know of will do this so safely and surely
yolks of two eggs to a paste with a
are glad to lend their testimony for as Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. Cure the cause of these dissaltspoon e,ach of salt, pepper and
the benefit of others.
tressing aches and pains and you will
f
mustard. Add slowly,
A superintendent of public schools become well
cup of
and strong.
whipped cream and four tablespoons
la one of the southern states says:
The great volume of unsolicited
vinegar. Pour over the shredded cab"My mother, since her early child- testimony constantly pouring in proves
bage, toss up lightly and serve.
hood, was on inveterate coffee drinker, conclusively that Lydia E. Piukham'i
A bottled dressing is made without
Novel Boudoir Shadow Clock.
had been troubled with her heart for a Vegetable Compound, made from roots
eggs, as follows: Mix well one cup
number of years and complained of and herbs, has restored health to thouparent
Is
and
placed
sands of women.
between
m
sugar and a tablespoon each salt, peplenses. that 'weak all over' feeling
and sick 4 Mrs. Pinkham, of Lynn, Mass
per and mustard. Add a dash of cay- When the possessor of the clock re- stomach.
invites
may
tires
write
he
turn
women
all
to
sick
the
night
dial to
enne and
f
cup rich, sweet
"Some time ago I was making an off- her for
advice. She baa srulded
cream. Bring a cup and a half of ci- face the ceiling, placing the cord with icial visit to a distant part of
.the coun- thousands to
free ol
at the head of try and took
der vinegar to a boil, add a cup of an electric
dinner with one of the charge.
butter, and bring again to the boiling the bed. By pressing the button at merchants of the place. I
noticed a
point, then pour over the other Ingre- any time during the night he turns on somewhat peculiar
flavour of
cofdients, and bottle and cork well when a small electric light connected under fee, and asked him concerning the
the dial, and the outlines of the mi.
cold.
replied that it was Postum. itiHe
merals are reflected on tho paiiin
"I was so pleased with it, that after
Tho shadow of the dial is four or five
The Wine Service.
the meal was over, I bought a package
This Is by no means a customary, leet In diameter.
to carry home with me, and had wife
every-dathing in the average Amerprepare some for the next meal.
The
ican family, but when wine is served,
whole family were so well pleased
Didn't Think Much of New York.
it had best be done according to the
A young man, twenty-threwith it, that we discontinued coffee
v
correct method.
old, was the center of an Interacts
and used Postum entirely.
adjust It to rourtoSJÍÍ-ua-l
If sherry is served, pass It around
assembly in one of the stores In a llt- requirement, sn It
"I had really been at times very
immediately after soun. The
i" keep perfect time nadar
town m KocKland county a few days anxious concerning my mother's con- VUnUHIODS.
a
should be filled from the
ago. He had Just returned from his dition, but we noticed that
Never boy a watch bv mall, for
after using
side, remaining on the table if h.
how eocdyrm think the watch
to New York and his friends Postum for a short time, she felt so itmatter
first
visit
will never oaacc
nnUu It I, nroD- or stout is taken, fill the glasses by
were anxious to hear all about what much better than she did prior to its erly adjusted to your individual requireremoving tnem rrom the table and
he had seen and experienced. He was use, and had little trouble with her ments.
filling on a tray.
less enthusiastic than his neighbors heart and no sick stomach; that the
expected him to be, and, contrary to headaches were not so frequent,
Substitute for
Oil.
and
Frozen in Solid Ice
their expectations, saw nothing won- her general condition much imjroved'
An excellent one Is found Perfect time. It would fail utterly
This
continued until she was as well a perfect
pork properly prepared. Take a thick derful. The friend whom he had visif It wasn't adjusted to
meet tha requirement, of each individual
portion of rib piece, free from lean ited worked in a stable and he spent and hearty as the rest of ua.
Y an can m.m k.. - Watch
"I know Postum haa benefited my. by maO. They ana sold only by retail jewthe day with him "helping around,"
Soak It 36 hours to enf ("lilt Ihn
adjust
alert
who
ara
competent
properly
to
Boil it slowly until thoronehlv
.v.. then went to a moving picture show In wit and the other members ot the mam.
.Aftlr vnnt I. Mil
changing the water often. Eat it cold the Bowery, took a walk in that part family, but not la so marked a de'
,v hnw pra
,x ,
"area a real masterpiece oi me
of the city, went to bed and next gree as la the case of my mother
as a sandwich, In stale bread and
as
add
Wrlte ua and receive by return m II
a dash of any- aood sano nr
a morning started for home. "Nothing she was a victim of long standing "
UIIWWU great about New York,"
aawm aow ana way a aa a
if preferred.
he said, "ex- Head. "The Road to Weuvule," la
sad Walsh keeps accurate time is any
cept the elevated, and I didn't get a Pkgs. "There's a Reason."
temperature.
Ever ma tha shove letter
ISovihB-sB- d
chance to try that" New York TrinWatch C.
an a.
HiaaaBiaA
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Chick with Big Eyes.
la telling an Incident
that occurred on a Mohawk A Msl
train up In the woods the other day.
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Collection of White House Tableware

The White House
WASHINGTON
presidential tableware, which has become one of the
great show features of the historic
some of presidents, has taken an Impetus under the new administration.
Some time ago the collection
an important addition In some
Fillmore ceramic relics, sent from
Buffalo.
There has now been contributed one of the largest and most
interesting additions yet made.
Many years ago it was a custom of
incoming presidents to have the old
furnishings sold at public and private
sales. SucS 'ar sale took place when
President Buchanan came into office.
A Washington family bought many
pieces of plate, chinaware and glassware belonging to the Madison. Jackson, Polk and Pierce administrations.
This family has been "the proud possessor of a large quantity of White
House china for more than 50 years.
Through the' efforts of Mrs. Abby
0. Baker, the granddaughters of the
family to whom it had descended became interested in the patriotic col

lection at the White House. They
were Induced to send some pieces to
Mrs. Taft for exhibition in the cabinets, where they will undoubtedly
prove one of the most interesting
features of the collection.
The contribution includes an exquisite cut glass decanter with stopple,
a champagne glass, two small wine
glasses and a dainty cordial glass all
cut in the grapevine, leaf and fruit
design and a
opaque linger bowl.
There are also two most interesting
plates a service and a soup plate
of the Polk administration.
They
are of French pottery.
The soup plate has a medallioned
border and also bears the seal of the
United States. This seal not only
adds to the beauty and interest of the
plates, but adds infinitely to their
value historically, as the upper part
of the escutcheon bears 28 stars, and
therefore must have been made in
1845, the first year of President Polk's
administration.
That year Texas and Florida were
admitted to the union, and was the
only year that the flag, or the seal,
could have borne the 28 stars, as Wisconsin was admitted in 1846.
The contribution also includes a
tea plate of the
Pierce set, as well as a quaint coffee cup and saucer and a breakfast
plate decorated in blue and gold.
green-edge-

d

well-know- n

d

traismaa

The train was standing on a siding
waiting the arrival and passing of another train when an Kalian walked
through the coach, his bands crossed
on his stomach and his head wagging
from side to side In a doleful manner.
"What's the matter, John?" some
one Inquired.
"Oh, me sick me sick as dev. replied the man, rolling his head still
more distressingly and continuing the
rubbing ot his stomach.
"Sick? Well, what you been eating?" asked the sympathetic passenger.
"Eata de chick with the big eyes,"
responded John, as his groans increased.
John had killed an owl the night
before and It didn't agree with him.
Utica Observer.
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The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in ase for over 90 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
are bat
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children Experience against Experiment.
Just-as-goo-

mm
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HI

What is CASTORIA

Promoles DjsttauCkflf.
nessandHanteinjnrJiff
Oriumorptuae lurtfacral

Castoria Is a harmless substitute for Castor OIL Pare-gori-c,
Drops, and Soothing Syrups. It Is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium Morphine nor ether Narcotio
substance. Its age Is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverlshness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation . .
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea The Mother's Friend.

T Not Narcotic.

Laundry work at home would be
much more satisfactory if the right
Starch were used. In order to get the
desired stiffness, it is usually necessary to use so much starch that the
beauty and fineness of the fabric Is
hidden behind a paste of varying
thickness, which not only destroys the
appearance, but also affects the wearing quality ot the goods. This trouble can be entirely overcome by using
Defiance Starch, as it can be applied
much more thinly because of its greater strength than other makes.
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Good Stroke of Business.
The 1 note is not the smallest Issued by the bank of England. By
mistake a note of the value of one
penny was made and Issued in 1828.
It was in circulation for many years,
a source of annoyance to the cashiers
In making up their accounts.
At
length the holder of It brought It to
the bank and after considerable argument persuaded the authorities to
give him 5 for it

Aperfed Remedy forCorslk

d"

GENUINE

lion , Sour Stmtiach.Dlarrton
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The Kind You Have Always Bought
under the líbcJí

In Use For Over

Exact Copy of Wrapper.
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The Timely Time.
SHERLOCK HOLMES.
Last spring our entire family took a
These Farmers are Building a
few weeks' course of Simmon's
a
and its effects were extremely
gratifying. We enjoyed better health
dow of a tree. "What are you doing all summer than usual, which we atthere?" said the watchman to Capt. tribute to its timely use.
Very gratefully yours,
Butt, who was caught
SAMUEL HINTON,
with a big bunch of flowers in his
It is the most valuable thing for a comhand. "Don't you know you have no
De Kalb, Miss.
munity to possess.
It puts the doctor,
60c and $1.00 bottles.
business doing that? Don't you know
merchant, broker, depot, post office, relayou are breaking the law stealing
Pigeon Burglars.
tives and friends all within immediate reach.
government property that way?"
A carrier pigeon letter "S. A.
Tired Tom (sadly) Ah, that patch
It protects the home and does away with
Just then the president came from
was placed on the police station tells me that my old pal. Plodding
the shadow of the tree and joined the
the isolation of farm life that drives the
watchman in a tirade against the as- blotter in Milwaukee, Wis., the other Pete has been this way. Poor old
boys and girls to the big cities.
day, as guilty of a series of thefts In Pete!
tonished Butt. As though he had had
Have You a Rural Telephone?
an
apartment
exclusive
building.
The
no part in the affair, the president,
GOT TO THE CAUSE
If yon have not, cut out ibis advercarefully concealing a large bouquet bird had been around the court for
tisement, write your name and address
behind his back, assumed an air of days entering houses and helping It- And Then All Symptoms of Kidney
self to food and articles for a nest, into our nearest bouse
Upon receipt of
on
virtuous severity.
It
mall
margin
the
and
Trouble Vanished.
cluding a gold chain.
"I told you not to do that," he thunyour address we will send you at once a copy of our Free Bulletin No. 108 on
dered at Capt. Butt. "I told you Rough on Rats, unbeatable
C. J. Hammonds, 517 S. Hill St., Fort
exterminator
"How to Build Rural Telephone Lines and their Costs"
'Uncle Jimmy' Wilson would have
Scott, Kansas, says: "I was operated
somebody watching those flower beds. Rough on Hen Lice, Nest Powder, 25c.
We have sold nearly fifty thousand
on for stone in the
You know you are breaking the law Rough on Bedbugs, Powder orLiq'd, 25c.
farmers' telephones since March ist.
kidney but not cured
and now you are going to ,be arrest- Rough on Fleas, Powder or Liquid, 25.
The cost is very low where each sub.
and some time after
Rough on Roaches, Pow'd, 15c.,Llq'd,25c.
ed."
scriber helps build the line. Get your family
was feeling so bad
While Capt. Butt was gasping for Rough on Moth and Ants, Powder, 25c.
and merchant interested, it helps them
doctor
that I knew there
breath and trying to understand the Rough on Skeeters, agreeable to jise,25c.
and the whole community as weU as you.
must
be
another
desertion of bis chief In the hour ot E. S. Wells, Chemist, Jersey City.N. J.
stone that would
ACT
trial the watchman got a look at
have to be cut out.
President Taft. Recognizing him he
A Man of Means.
I decided to try
stopped talking and began wondering
Stern Parent Ethel, young Fledg- Doan's Kidney Pills
what to do next. Then the president ley gave me to understand he was a
kidney action improved right
and
NofHrtfn aid Wtttwi Mien
told him they would quit their tres- man of means when he asked for your away.the
The. world's oldest and laraeat 't1w
Philadelphia
Large quantities of sediment
iClty phone manufacturer. There are over Chicago
Atlanta
passing right away if be would not hand.
Electric
Tetsphoaas
stony
particles passed from me,
Denver .
Saint Pan!
and
Portsmouth t,SN,SW
Cincinnati
f
them.
arrest
lAm Antteiea
Salt Lake City
Tj0nta In uw in the United States
Ethel He Is a man of means, fa- and finally the stone Itself, part disPallan
Hew York
Ban Francisco
aaralTalsphsrita a Specialty
"You've done your duty and I shall
Indianapolis
Savannah
umabft
ther.
solved, but still as big as a pea. With
tell Secretary Wilson so the first time
Stern Parent But he only makes it disappeared all symptoms of dizziI see him," said the president.
And $1,000 a year.
ness, rheumatism and headaches. I
he did tell the whole story to Wilson
Ethel Well, he means to make have gained about 50 pounds since and
in great glee.
mora.
feel well and hearty."
Sold by all dealers. 50 ce.nts a box.
Never Fails.
Co., Buffalo, N. T.
There is one remedy, and only one I
corn and grain. One rat will eat 60 have ever found, to cure without fail
A Friendly Pointer.
cents' worth of grain in a year, while such troubles In my family as Eczema.
"What," asked Arizona Al, when the
of oatmeal It will consume
$1.80 Ringworm, and all others of an itching character. That remedy is Hunt's new editor had taken charge of The
worth.
Through pollution of food products Cure. We always use it and it never Dally Rattlesnake, "is goin' to be your
policy?"
W. M. CHRISTIAN,
it does as much damage as by eating falls.
"My policy, my friend. Is going to
Rutherford, Tenn.
them. It also does great damage by
be to tell the truth according to my
50c per box.
digging under buildings and embanklights, and let the chips fall where
ments, by gnawing wood, cutting
they may."
The Agreement of Views.
holes in sacks, and by cutting up
"Stranger, that's a good policy, but
Pessimist Don't you think this seagoods and papers to make nests. Killbe sure before you go to press that
ing young poultry and stealing eggs son shows the drama has a tendency
you've got your lights adjusted to suit
downward?
are among its destructive habits.
Realist I have noticed that more all parties. This Is a bad place for
The rapidity with which rats mulpeople that gits the wrong focus."
orchestiply is the main reason why man ap- people are buying seats in the
pears to make so little headway in tra.
Precocious.
their destruction. It is calculated that
StniU GirlWhy doesn't baby talk,
Certainly Not
a single pair of rats and their progeny
Hewitt It isn't fair on the face of father?
breeding without interruption and suf- It
Father He can't talk yet, dear.
fering no losses would in three years
Toung babies never do.
Jewitt What isn't?
increase to more than 20,000,000.
Small Girl Oh, yes they do. Job
Hewitt A brunette.
construction of buildings, espedid. Nurse read to me out of the
cially the use of concrete in foundaDuring Hot Days and Cool Nights
Bible how Job cursed the day he was
tions is urged. The rats' food supply Take Dr. Riggers Huckleberry Cordial for born.
could be reduced and their numbers all Stomach nud Bowel Troubles, Children
thereby decreased by the disposal of Teething, etc. At Druggists 25c and 50c.
No Others.
garbage and the protection of food
It Is a class to Itself. It has no T &
lawlawbreakers
When
become
nhvesd
ICV 1 La V IVII V
says.
supplies, the statement
and kilts
I
J.r.lX attracts
makers they will naturally make laws rivals. It cures where others merell files.roamKent.
ly relieve.
aches,
pains,
For
en
stiff
,
cisan,o
that are easy.
oonvenlent.chsmp.ti
joints, cuts, burns, bites, etc., it ia the
. unk
"I need Cascarela and feel like a sew
not spill or tip
quickest and surest remedy ever deOTsr, will not soft man. I have been a sufferer from dysIF YOU USE BALL BLUE,
The "government service" a tenr. Get Red
orlnJirreanythiBflr.
We mean Hunt's Lightning
Crow Ball Blue, the beat Ball vised.
Guaranteed effec- pepsia and soar stomach far the last two
which stirs the ambition of many s Blue. Large 2 oz. package only 5 cents. Oil.
tive, follas!. years.
I have been taking medicine and
plodder in other work does not fig
.
50c and 25c bottles.
other drags, but could find no relief only
.wKaJkAvrasva,
ure out attractively on paper.
In
for
a
short
tune. I will recommend
The man who lives only for himself
fesilyenswTwfc.
Cascareta to my friends as the only thing
Uncle Sam's employ you may be get- couldn't be in any smaller business.
All pleasure must be bought at the
for indigestion and sour stomach and to
ting a "salary" in stead of earning
price of pain. For the true the price
keep the bowels ia good
fr- -t
"wages;" but the distinction is one
Lewis' Single Binder made of extra qualis paid before you enjoy it; for the
POOL
TABLES
They
are very nice to eat."
without much difference in dollars ity tobacco, coats more than other 5c false after you enjoy it Foster.
LOWEST PRICES.
EASY PAYMENTS
Harry
Stnckley,
Mauch Chunk, Pa.
and cents. Moreover, the federal cigars. Tell the dealer you want them.
You cannot afford to experiment with
untried goods sold by ymnjin
salary has not increased with the upA cold on the lunga doesn't usually
1)0 Good Never Sicken. Weokea or Grip..:
Marriage
will change a man's views amount to much, but it invariably pre10c. 25c, 50c. Never oíd to balk. The
agents. Catalogues free.
trend In the cost of food and raiment,
cede, pneumonia and consumption. Ham-lin- s
The Brunswick - Balks - Coliender Company
nor kept pace with the Improvement Quicker than anything else.
Wizard Oil applied to the chest at
Delaware St. foots, KANSAS CITY.
of "wages" which the aggressiveness
.
once will break up a cold in a night.
Mm. Wtaatow'. Soothing Syrup.
Locomotor
VCIfi
the guru, reduce tn-classes, especially Tor children 1M thtac, XW wind
of the laboring
Last
319 Conquered atAtaxia
colic,
cure
bottle.
See
DROPSY
8Z5S5S!.gZ
skilled and specialized labor, have aaimiw,iifipm.
From the flower language:
yon
in
thd
Industries.
brought about
The ballet girl trust Is a tights' wish for heartsease never look to
The entire range it the federal iqueexe.
"
DEFIANCE STARCH
W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.
service in Washington, including all
grades up to the cabinet and the
president, has but 617 persons receiving $2,500 a year or better. Many
men whose names figure daily In the
news accounts of the government's
activity, assistant secretaries and
cttef clerks of departments, receive
from $4,001 to $6,500 a year.
uato.srlsny.arsy
urn "LA CREOLE"
prick, $.00,
Sarsa-narill-

President Taft Is Caught "Stealing"

Rural
Telephone Line

d

TAFT dearly loves
his passion for posies,
it has leaked out, came near causing his arrest the other night by a
vigilant Washington watchman.
The president,
accompanied by
Capt. Archibald Butt, his chief military aid, and a friend, whose identity
remains a mystery, was taking a ride
in the president's big touring car.
Their route took them through the
Mall and when they arrived in the
grounds of the department of agriculture the president ordered the
chauffeur to stop.
"Those are beautiful flowers, Butt,"
he said to his chief of staff, pointing
to one of the beds In front of the
secretary's office; "let's get out and
pick a few."
In the fraction of a second the
three had deserted the automobile
and, like three small boys, were having the time of their lives robbing the
ilower bed. Each gathered a big bouquet, when all of a sudden the watchman appeared.
The president had
just finished his bouquet and was
standing a few feet away in the sha

PRESIDENT

y.

TO-DA- Y

Rats Cost Americans Big Sum Yearly

Foster-Milbur-

t&

on Forget

n

HIS

EVEN the wealthiest of American
soon would be a bankrupt If he had to pay out the rats'
annual board bill. It costs the American people $100,000,000
yearly to
feed on grain alone that worst mammalian pest, according to a statement
from the experts of the agricultural
department, entitled "The Rat Problem." An active campaign to rid the
country of the pest is strongly urged.
Untold millions of dollars In property are being destroyed every year
by the rat; also the principal agent in
the dissemination ot hnbonlc plague.
The rat's Mil of fare includes everything eaten by man, and carrion, mice,
kid gloves, ivory and living horses'
hoofs. Its most common foods are
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Federal Salaries and Cost of Living

SOUR STOMACH

BILLIARD TABLES

OF THE 25,361 employes of the government residing in Washington,
are married. The approximate average compensation is $948 a
one-ha-

year. Of those earning leas than $720
a year, 6,501 In all, 2,028 are married.
The burean of the censas recently
cemplled (statistics dealing with 185.-87- 4

government employes, including
workers In all parts ot the, country.
The largest class, 43,700 persons, 23.6
per cent of the total, receive from
WOO to $1,000
each year. Nineteen
Per cent, or 35,331 persons, earn less
Uan $720 a year. Those making
0
but less than $12,000 farm 18.4 oer
cent
$1,-00-

r
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BIG MOTOR R INNING

ENTERTAINMENT SUCCESS

DON'T

Atteadmace At
Church Tuesday

Good

HAVE ONLY THE BEST GOOD8, AND
THAT the LOWEST prices. If it is Jewelry you wish,
Diamonds,
you will find full line, from Collar Buttons to
including the novelties.
before seeing my
As to Curios, don't purchase elsewhere
Work and
Drawn
Mexican
on
line, and getting my prices
Beaded Work.
and
Baskets
Blankets,
Navajo
Zarapes,

HENRY S. EVANS

Cor. 10th

You Save Money Here

and Pennsylvania Ave.

Baptist McRae Lumber Company Hare
Largest Motor in County

Nt...

The enterUinr
bv
the young peor
Baptist
t
church Tuen
rtiirht. war a nun- plete succ k There was a very
good a,rendanre. and the
was very appreciative.
All the numbers on the program were creditably rendered,
especially the violin part, by

1

by Miss Elizabeth Martin.
The following program

But can't buy more
a standard.

"Punch Brand

was

rendered :
Selected
An Imminent Peril
Miss Elizabeth Martin
Bórdese
Carnival of Venice
Mrs. Martin, Miss Pierce
Vandyke
The Lost Word
Miss Elizabeth Martin
Selected
Serenade

You can pay more,
Quality, not price, determines

The McRae Lumber Company
have started their big electric
motor and have everything run- ning nicely at the planing mill.
The Company is shipping tne
lumber down in the rough from
their mills in the raountains,and
are working it up here. They

Miss Avery Oliver, the song,
"Mother, Oh Mine," by Miss
May Pierce, and the selections

99

Canned Goods has established a standard of quality that is
a real standard. They cost no more tpan canned "stuff."

"F. F. O. S, If

para- stands for Finest Fruit of the Garden. Auqahty
eat.
you
what
selecting
mount when it comes to
Your monev back if goods are not what we claim.

U R. HUSHES.
Modern Grocer.

are

Say!
UVU

.v. ,!..,
wmsmw

w

York Avenue.

French Dry Cleaning and Repairing.

Specialists

en Ladies and

Cants Clothing, Silks, Feathers, ate.

G.

The only place in Otero County
whereyou can get a White

at

McRae Lumber Company

NBAU'S
moa ordo

oldest and best Known bote! ii)
Under the new management
been reduced to $2.00 a day
have
rates
the
and the service has been irnproved.
Ala-rnogord-

o.

OOOO
given to families and
SPECIAL attention
Parties.

Mrs. Bertha B. Meal

Southwestern Hotel
and Cafe,
EUROPEAN PLAN
J. C. JONES, Prop.

Cor. lOth and Penn.

'Phone 56.

Ave.

J. Q. GRANT,

City Uivery and Transfer
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MEYER
General Merchandise
n.
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The First National Bank
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J. BUCK
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Printing
Point
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Now Open for Business
This hotel has opened for business with

everything brand new.

The best equipped Cafe in Alamogordo.

A Regular Dinner for

ROUSSEAU,

Of Alamogordo,

See him before you sell your live stock,
Cattle, Hogs, Etc.

A, l

F- -

Established 1900

Cash Meat Market
Fribley

Formerly

MURRELL

Hhons 74.

Proprietor of the
Messrs. Meeker, Simras,
Shorts, McOalmont
Drdla
Serenade
Good rigs, careful drivers and
Is now ready for business.
Miss Avery Oliver
Office
town just East of News office
up
genteel treatment.
Selected
Mice at Play
Residence Phone 170
Phone
Miss Elizabeth Martin
Selected
Mother, Oh Mine
Miss Pierce.
in-iIu the Toils of the Enemy
... John Sevmore Wood
d
Miss Elizabeth Martin
Payne
Home, Sweet Home
fers to target rifles also.
Misses Woods, Pierce,
O'Reilly and Martin,
An Indorcement.
in
and Messrs. Meeker, Simms,
Whereas; one of our fellow-pastor,
.
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Shurtz and McOalmont.
Rev. John Meeks, the fals still at tneoia stano ai a UUZ,
are
right.
prices
lines
my
and
Just received a car H
Mrs. O. D. Warnock,
pastor
of the Presbyterian í complete in all
i am
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Accompanist
nri., fMamI.w n r A PnlOK QIlH rtthpr Ititprna.
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Church of this city for the past lYU .........
three years, has decided to change W tional Harvester Co.. Machinery.
Also agent for the John V.
Fine Specimen of Millet.
his field of labor, and whereas, M Deere Plow ComDanv's Implements.
L. N. Jones agreeably surprised our relation wit.li him has been
and agreeable, we
Manager La Salle, of the Busi- - both intitnent
. .
ness Men's Club, by presenting embrace this opportunity to in
him with some very fine speci- dorse his work, and to express
mens of millet which was grown our regret because it has become
R.
. ARMSTRONG,
ANDERSON,
W. R EIDSON,
necessary for him to leave us; HENRY J.
bv Mr. Jones.
Visa President
Ciskiw
President.
The manner in which the pub therefore.
clearly
lic spirited people are respond- - We believe that he has
community
to
the
demonstrated
inir tn the reonest made in these
Ulnmna some time aeo. to brine that duty is the watchword of
all kind produce raised in Otero hie life, and that he had rather
be right than be popular
county, is very gratifying.
1M.
We therefore recommend him
There is a large space in the to
the people whom he has been
CONDENSED STATEMENT
club rooms that will devoted to
to serve, as an efficient,
called
things that are worthy of exhi
AT COMPTROLLER'S CALL. CLOSE OF BUSINESS
fearless minister of Jesus Christ.
RESOURCES
LIABILITIES
bition. There is nothing that S. B Calloway,
J. H. Murray, Loans and Discounts
stsssn
$ 94.163.03 Capital
advertise the county so thorough- Stacy S. Phillips, W. V. Teet
overdrafts
16,000.00 Undivided Profit
(Net)
U. S. Bonds to secare circulation. ..
ly as a large exhibit of the pro150.00 Circulation
W
Premiums on U. S. Bonds
,.
. v.. ,
..
Bonds. Securities, etc
ir Iff pos I II
iw"
ducts of the county.
23.5OU.0O
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News From Dog Canon.
Banking" faonse.fnrniture & fixtures
Time certificates of doposit
Other Real Estate owned
The News hopes that the peo
from National Hanks itiot re
There was an arterian well Dneserve
22 0730
agents)
good
work
ple will continue the
from State and Private Banks
now Due and
Saturday
meeting
and
it
Companies
Trust
bankers.
sereals,
fruits
only
bring
not
and
Savings Banks
3.413. 10
looks as if Dog Canon was in it Dneand
from app'v'd Reserve Agents
14.317 52
and vegetables, but also bring
Checks and other items
74. 2s
on the well business.
Notes of other National Banks
460.00
minerals, old Indian curios,
8 05
Fractional Cur'y, nickels, cents
Camp
Boyd
bought
Mr.
the
money
reserve
Lawful
11.051.75
be
can
life
that
of animal
Redemption fund
00,00
we
hope
week,
and
store
this
preserded, species of cactii, in
M8",668J1
Total
fact, anything that may be of that he does a good business.
good man for the place.
He
a
is
DIRECTORS
interest that can so easily be
of
Sands
Milner,
White
Mr.
the
county
of
large
in
this
procured
F. M. RHOMBERG,
W.J. BRYSON,
HENRY J. ANDERSON,
ours, and we will soon see the Company is in El Paso this week
J. M. WYATT,
on business for the Company.
C. MEYER,
W. R. EIDSON,
beneficial results.
BYRON SHERRY, HENRY S. EVANS.
pushing
surveyors
the
The
are
In the next issue of The News
report will be made of the work on our survey, and it is
articles sent in during the week, hoped that we will soon know
and it is to be hoped that the list "where we are at".
Miss. Bessie Faundren is viswill be large.
EP.
iting
at the Kellar ranch this EMBALM
ur
Credit will be given in these
AND FUNERAL
NU.
DIRECTOR
week.
columns to every one who brings
AND DEALÜ
pho
FUNERAL
A party of young people from IN
NO.
or sends anything for exhibition
SUPPLIES
here went to the white sands
purposes.
Sunday. They reported a good
time.
Picture Show to Move.
motion
picture
Lee Jones, the
Messers. Wells, Turnbaugh,
man, is preparing to move into Snodgrass and Wylard went to
his new place in the bank build Oscuro last Thursday.
East4
ing. Mr. Jones says that he is Harvey Wells and Chester sS
determined to give the people Bohn returned from Las Cruces
not only the best picture show Friday.
that can be procured, but also George Shear and Henry Smith
the most comfortable place in
have just got back from the Rio
which to spend an eveniflg. He
uooa iVDewriTxen lenno-1.11 vGrand valley.
:
!
rA
has a force of men getting the
Mr. Kemple has some relatives
new place ready, and will move
iuciuuue,auu une uim
responsible for the appe
into it just as soon as the repairs visiting him. They are from
Iowa, but the writer did not
can be completed.
learn their pames.
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Bush Jobs Rushed.
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To Build Two Story House.
Rush Jobs Rushed is the
tvnes ft WKVfl rpfLP.h r hp nrnrvpr nrintmcr nnint?
'l'h tvi)e-iC. R. White has taken the con- KirPH
of The News' 30b printing dei.fintiiirii iir wit.ii n ir hup n iitu rnra naouiinr wi in- - partment. You don't have to tract to build a two story house wood. The type must go right.
There's no other way.
wait two or three weeks to get for Mrs. Reynolds about six mi wobble, tiood looking work is assured
and the Underwood fe
your printing at this office. Any
The house is prevent operator's blunders.
town.
of
south
les
ordinary job printed same day
order is received. Call up 148 to be 82x84 feet. This is a good
The simple mechanism which secures perfect rock la the, Underwood
mlirhty interesting exhibit of innaulty and skill. Why not come look ' "1
sized house for a farm house.
and we'll be after your order.
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Pine Screen Door is

&

General Repair Shop. Wiring Done.

Mr. McRae is one of Alamo
gordo'8 most enterprising citizens
and is certainly a successful one.

'

We Lead, the Rest Follow

,o

Electrical Supplies. Auto and Gasoline
Engine Supplies.

...

;I09 New

Buy waara your saoaaY oayt
When In need of

man's debU.

STEPP

Dealer

E. A. ELLIS, Prop.

be If yes

Garden and Field Seed, Plour, Meal, Grain and
Hay call on us at Cooper's old stand, 9th Street

Mes-dam-

Holmes Cleaning Works

You Behind?
STORE

tos

most.

have first class equipment
and are employing a number of
men. rne electric mowr
largest in the county, and runs
all the machiuery in the mills.

Firing of Guns Prohibited.
There is a law against firing
guns within the city limitits.
This offense is punishable by a
fine or imprisonment. The min
imum fine is sixhunnred dollars;
the maximum fine is one thousand dollars; or six months to one
year in the penitentiary, or both
fine and imprisonment, at the
discretion of th court, parties
eettine hunting license should
bear this in mind, as their lin
cense will not protect them
hundred
town, or within three
yards of a residence. This is sta-eThis law re
as information.
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Well,

35c

Knowledireof the Underwood will help you to secure greater efficiency.
a pleasure to help you to just as much knowlere of the Underwood Standard

E. H. Cox says he has been
A trial order will convince you
that The News CAN do your job having a general stocking up at
his store. He is looking for large
printing.
amount of the stock to arrive in
Job printing at The News.
about ten days.
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"The Machine You Will Eventually Buy'

The Underwood Typewriter Co., Inc.

An

